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1. Summary of Overall Progress 
The goal of this research is the development of progressive refinement algorithms 
for radiant energy transfer. In the original proposal this work was to be performed in 
two phases corresponding to the two years of the grant. In phase I, two lines of research 
were to be pursued: the development of hierarchical geometric and property 
descriptions, and the development of incremental solution systems. In phase II the 
hierachical descriptions were to be integrated into the incremental solution systems. 
Of the two lines of reseach in phase I, the greatest success has been achieved in the 
development of incremental solution systems, since this is a continuation of research 
which was initiated at the time the original proposal was submitted. The first "layer" of 
an incremental solution is a progressive refinement radiosity solution. New results have 
been obtained to two areas of progressive refinement radiosity solutions-- the 
calculation of form factors, and the calculation of non-diffuse interreflections. 
In a project involving Mechanical Engineering graduate student David Hall, and 
Dan Baum from Silicon Graphics, Inc., we investigated the use of computer graphics 
hardware for accelerating form factor calculations for a progressive refinement 
radiosity solution. We found the fundamental limitation of the possible speedup 
obtained by using the graphics hardware, and developed algorithms to speed up the 
remaining bottlenecks in the form factor calculations. This work was presented at the 
AIAA/ ASME Joint Heat Transfer Conference in Seattle, WA, in June, 1990. A copy of 
·the paper is appended to this report. The paper has subsequently been submitted to the 
Journal of Heat Transfer. 
To have an accurate incremental solution, a radiosity solution used for a preprocess 
to a Monte Carlo solution must include the effects of non-diffuse interreflections. In the 
research for his Master's Thesis, David Hall examined the method for non-diffuse 
reflections proposed by Shao, Peng, and Liang in the proceedings of SIGGRAPH 1988. 
After presenting a corrected formulation of the method, he presented a progressive 
refinement implementation of the method, examined an adaptive refinement approach 
for discretizing non-diffuse surfaces, and developed a more efficient method for 
performing the integration of the product of bidirectional reflectance times intensity 
over the incident hemisphere for surfaces which are neither Lambertian nor mirrorlike. 
The thesis summary page describing these results is appended to this report. Hall's 
Master's thesis was given an Outstanding Master's Thesis Award by the Georgia Tech 
chapter of Sigma Xi. A journal paper d~scribing Hall's work is currently in preparation. 
One problem in developing progressive refinement solutions is determining the 
accuracy required in the final solution. In the case of illumination calculations for 
computer graphics animation, the solution for any particular geometry will only visible 
for 1/30 of a second (i.e. for one frame of the animation). If each frame were a highly 
accurate radiosity solution, the environme_nt would have to be remeshed for each frame. 
Charles Patterson, a Ph.D. student in the College of Computing, Brian Guenter a faculty . 
member in the College of Computing, and I worked on developing various temporal 
filters for an animation to reduce the spatial sampling required for radiosity solutions. 
A short note describing these results is in preparation. 
Much less progress has been made in the development of hierarchical property and 
geometric descriptions. Most of the work in this area has been in evaluating reflectance 
models. My work has concentrated on looking for models for which it is 
straightforward to fit experimental data, rather than models based on surface 
microgeometry. Two promising models are a model developed by Ward at Lawrence 
Berkeley Lighting Laboraties, and a model for infrared signature work developed by 
Sandford and Robertson. Besides comparing which of these models would be best to 
use in an incremental solution system, an issue which I hadn't anticipated is how to 
evaluate the fit to experimental data. One approach is a simple minimization of rms 
error data point by data point. Another approach is to optimize the fit to various 
features of the experimental data-- such as the relative height and width of the lobe of 
maximum reflection. More experimental data is required to resolve this issue. 
2. Current Problems and Favorable or Unusual Developments 
The major problem in performing this research is in the area of graduate student 
support. I have not yet had a student eligible for cost sharing, and nearly the entire 
amount budgeted for two graduate students has been spent to support one full time 
graduate student. From Sept. 1989 to March 1990, this student was David Hall, a 
Master's student in the School of Mechanical Engineering. From April 1990 to the 
present, this student has been Charlie Patterson, a doctoral student in the College of 
Computing. Research progress has suffered some from not having overlap between 
these students. 
The development of a hierarchical system which employs various levels of 
geometric description is quite ambitious at the current rate of progress. To alleviate this 
problem, a small grant of funds and equipment has been obtained from the Apple 
Computer Company specifically to examine the use of a hierarchy of geometric 
descriptions in the generation of computer graphics images. 
The project described in section 1 above regarding temporal filtering of radiosity 
results has open~d a new line of research which wasn't anticipated in the original 
proposal. As well as developing progressive refinement solutions for static geometries, 
progressive refinement solutions can also be generated for animated sequences. Nearly 
all of the various techniques for spatial sampling of static geometries can be extended to 
the development of techniques for temporal sampling. 
3. Summary of Work to be Performed in the Next Budget Period 
There are two main projects to be performed in the next year: 
. . 
The first is the implementation of a progressive refinement system using a 
hierarchical description of the environment geometry. In the initial implementation, the 
crude and detailed geometric descriptions of each object will be defined manually. A 
progressive refinement radiosity solutio.n will be performed on the crude description. A 
Monte Carlo ray tracing solution will then be performed on the detailed description, 
with the radiosity solution used for secondary reflections. This implementation will be 
performed by Charlie Patterson, and by a second student to be supported by the grant 
from Apple mentioned in section 2. 
Second, the application of progressive refinement methods to heat transfer 
problems needs to be explored. The results of Hall's revision of the method developed 
by Shao et al. will be compared to solutions published for non-diffuse surfaces in the 
heat transfer literature. Since most published heat transfer solutions are for extremely 
simple geometries, some methods from heat transfer will have to be implemented to 
perform more extensive comparisons. 
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ABSTRACT 
Determining radiation form factors when shadowing 
effects are considered is computationally expensive. For a 
system of N surfaces, brute force methods require O(W) time to 
compute the required N2 factors. In computer graphics, Cohen 
introduced the hemi-cube algorithm which calculates the N2 
factors in O(N2) time. In this paper, methods which speed up 
tbe original hemi-cube algorithm by taking advantage of 
araphics hardware and two types of geometric coherence are 
presented. The implementation of the methods on a computer 
workstation is described, and timings demonstrating speedups 
by factors of up to 6.7 are given. 
INTRODUCI10N 
The calculation of geometric form factors for the analysis 
of radiation heat transfer is complex when surfaces are not in 
full view of one another. For an enclosure of N surfaces, a total 
of N2 factors is needed. When some surfaces shadow one 
another, brute force methods require O(Nl) time to compute 
the required factors (Walton, 1987). Recently Coben•s hemi-
cube algorithm (Cohen and Greenberg, 1985) which calculates 
the Nl factors in O(N2) time, has become popular in computer 
araphics. The hemi-cube algorithm simplifies form factor 
calculation by allowing the user to define only the geometry of 
the objects in the enclosure, without the need for visibility 
.information and special cases. Because the algorithm is fast and 
straightforward, methods to further imprme the hemi-cube 
algorithm by taking advanta1e of paphics hardware and two · 
types of geometric coherence will be presented. 
The acceleration of the calculation of form factors is not 
an isolated computational problem. The ability to calculate 
form factors very quickly can alter the overall computational 
methodology used to anaiyze radiant heat transfer, and can 
1reatly extend the complexity of geometries which can be 
studied. 
REVIEW OF 11IE HEMI-CUBE ALGORITHM 
Background 
The hemi-cube algorithm was developed in computer 
graphics to perform the illumination calculations necessary to 
generate realistic synthetic images. The relationship between 
methods in computer graphics and radiant heat transfer have 
been recognized by many researches (e.g. Eichberger, 1985, 
Emery and Abrous, 1987 and Howell, 1989). Specifically, hidden 
surface methods from computer graphics have been used by 
Emery et a1. (1987) and Walton (1987) to calculate form factors. 
In these methods however, form factors are computed one pair 
at a time, resulting in algorithms of complexity O(N3). In the 
bemi-cube algorithm, the form factors from a surface A; to all 
other surfaces~ are calculated simult~usly. Calculating the 
factors simultaneously eliminates determining redundant 
visibility information and results in an algorithm of complexity 
O(Nl). 
To present the Dew acceleration techniques for the hemi-
eube algorithm, a description of the original algorithm is 
Deeded. A aeneral description will be given. The details of the 
computer pphics techniques inYolved can be found in standard 
texts such as Foley and van Dam (1982) and Newman and 
Sproull (1979). 
Description or tbe Orl&fnal Heml.C.be AJprithm 
-·;j. 
The form factor F, from" to~ is given by the integral: 
F, • (1/AJ!Al I Al cose. coseJ ~ dA/nl 
where A, and A, are the areas of the two surfaces, the angles 91 
and ej ·are measured from the surface normals and r;j is the 
distance between the dA, and ~· as shown in Fig. 1. The hemi· 
a1be algorithm approximates the form factor F ii from an area A, 
to area ~ by the factor F dQ from a differential area dA, at the 
center of area A.- The factor F, is approximated by: 
F, - I~ cose. cosej ~ 1 n,2 
Surfaces in the enclosure are subdivided into small subsurfaces 




Fipre 1: Form Factor Geometry 
Similar to other numerical methods for finding form 
factors (such as those described by Maxwell et al., 1986 and 
O'Neill and Zich, 1985) the hem.i-cube method is based on 
Nusselt's analogy, which is illustrated in Fig. 2a. It is clear from 
Nusselt's analogy that from a differential area~' any two 
surfaces which project onto the same portion of the unit 
hemisphere have the same form factor. To use this idea in a 
numerical method, the hemisphere is discretized into many 
small surfaces as shown in Fig. 2b. Form factors from~ to the 
surfaces on the discretized hemisphere can be found 
analytically. Form factors to the real surfaces in the 
environment can be approximated by finding the dosest real 
surface visible through each of the small surfaces on the 
hemisphere. The sum of the form factors associated with the 
small surfaces on the hemisphere through which a particular 
real surface is seen is equal to the form factor of the real 
surface. The hemisphere must be discretized into a large 
DUmber of small surfaces to calculate acauate form factors. 
Finding form factors using a discretized hemisphere 
requires an efficient method of detei'IDinins visibility. The brute 
force approach of calculating the distance to each of N surfaces 
in the enclosure from ~through each of n small surfaces on 
the hemisphere would require Nn intersections of surfaces and 
rays. Using computer graphics algorithms, the number of 
a>mparisons can be reduced to Nm, where m is the average 
DWilber of hemisphere surfaces onto which each real surface ~ 
Figure 2a: Nusselt's analogy - The projection of surface ~ 
onto a unit hemisphere SUITounding dA; is ~'; the 
projection of ~' onto a unit circle around ~ is 
~·· The form factor F9 is equal to the ratio of~· 
to the area of the unit arcle. 
Figure 2b: Using a discretized hemisphere - Surface ~ is 
visible through the centers of surfaces ~ and ~ 
therefore F dU is approximated as F.., + F dirf" 
is projected. Furthermore, the intersection of a ray and plane is 
DOt necessary at each comparison. The process of calculating 
the distance from the eye to each surface can be streamlined 
ming appropriate transformations. 
In a computer sraphics hidden surface problem, aD eye 
point and screen position arc designated. The surfaces in a 
scene vislble at each pixel determine the c:oJor to be displayed at 
that pixel The method of finding form facton by disc:retizing 
the hemisphere above d~ can be put into the form of a 
computer graphics bidden surface problem by replacing the 
hemisphere with a bemi-cube, as shown in Figure 3. The 
'SUrface ~ is at the eye position. Each of the five surrounding 
planes is a -sa-ccn•. The -pixels• on each screen represent the 
small fictitious surfaces into which the hemisphere is divided. 
The frustum of vision is 90 degrees for the top of the 
hemisphere, and 45 degrees for each of the sides. Since there 
are five screeus, the hidden surface problem is solved five times 
ao determine the form factors from one surface. 
The formulation of the bemi-cubc algorithm requires that 
an surfaces in the enclosure be planar polygons. Each surface is 
visible from only one side, with the visible side indicated by the 
direction of the normaJ associated with the surface. Note that 
this is not a fundamental limitation of the algorithm since any 
aeomeuy can be approximated to any desired level of accuracy 
by a set of one-sided planar polygons. 
For each surface i in the enclosure. the process begins by 
1Tansforming the coordinates of all surfaces to a coordinate 
system centered on ~ with the positive z axis perpendicular to 
one of the screens s. After transformation. the surfaces which 
will not be visible from ~ through screen s are eliminated in a 
series of increasingly computationally expensive steps. First, 
hack face elimination is used to exclude from consideration any 
surface which does not surface i. Back face elimination can be 
accomplished by examin;ng the transformed value of the surface 
normaL 
Next, the remaining surfaces are clipped against the 
viewing frustum for screen s. That is, surfaces which do not lie 
in the frustum formed by the eye and the screen are eliminated, 
and surlaces which lie partially in the frustum are cut down to 
just the ponion inside the frustum. Clipping can b.e done 
efficiently using the Sutherland-Hodgeman clipping algorithm. 
The surfaces remaining after clipping are convened to a 
screen coordinate system using the perspective transformation 
and a scaling factor. A perspective coordinate system allows the 
surface in the enclosure which is closest to the eye to be found 
by a simple comparison of z coordinates. The x and y 
coordinates are scaled so that they each range from zero to the 
screen resolution. 
The surface visible through each pixel is found using the 
depth buffer algorithm. Two arrays are needed - a depth buffer 
which holds a depth (or z) value _Cor each pixel, and an item 
buffer which holds a surface identifier for each pixeL Each 
entry in the depth buffer is initialized to a z value greater than 
1be largest possible z value for any surfaces, and each entry in 
the item buffer is initialized to a null value. The pixels on the 
screen covered by each surface j are then identified by finding 
the pixels onto which the venices of the polygon will fall and 
then checking aU pixels in the region bounded by the edges 
connecting the venices. Because the polygons are planar, the z 
., 
I 
Figure 3: The calculation ofF, using a low resolution hemi· 
cube. 
coordinates at the covered pixels can be found by simple 
additions to the z coordinate of one vertex. The depth buffer is 
updated so that it always contains the z coordinate of the closest 
surface viewed through a particular pixel. The item buffer is 
updated so that it always contains an identifier corresponding to 
the closest surface. 
After the hidden surface problem bas been solved, the 
form factors from surface i are calculated by scanning the item 
buffer and summing the form factors associated with the pixels 
through which a particular surface j is visible. The form factor 
associated with each pixel is generally referred to as a delta· 
form factor. 1be same hemi-cubc can be used for all surfaces in 
the enclosure, so the delta-form factors only need to be 
computed once for an enclosure. 
The hemi-cubc algorithm is summarized in the following 
pseudocode: 
FOR eadJ hemi-cube piul q 
Cala1lat~ G DeltGFGCtor(q) equGl to 1M form ftlt:IC1' 
to each hemi-cube pi:ul; 
FOR mch surfaa i 
FOR each hemi-cube saem s 
FOR eadr swfoce j 
FormFoaor(iJJ -= 0; 
TT111Ufi;mt coon:liHulci fO ~ «1fJJtfttt m i 
IDid oriented lt:>Wtftb ~ 
IF (not bGdc facing) -
Clip to viewing frustum; 
IF (portion of j inside tlu! frustum) 
Find piu1s p onto which j is 
proj«lt!d; 
FOR eDCh piul p 
IF (depth ofi < depth(p)) 
item (p) • j; 
depth (p) - depth of j; 
END IF 
END FOR each pixel 
END IF portion left 
END IF not bGdc facing 
END FOR each surface j 
END FOR each hemi-cube screen 
FOR each pixel q on tlu! hemi-cube 
FormFactor(,ilem(q)) + • DelJaFactor(q); 
END FOR each surface L 
Accuracy ud Perfoi"'IUluce 
The accuracy of tbe hemi-cube algorithm is discussed in 
more detail elsewhere (Baum et al., 1989) The accuracy of the 
method improves with tbe discretization of the enclosure into 
smaller surfaces, and the discretization of the hem.i-cubc into a 
larger number of pixels. The computation time to calculate 
form factors increases linearly with tbe number of pixels on the 
hemi-cube. 
ACCELERATION OF 1HE HEMI-CUBE METHOD USING 
HARDWARE 
Description of Hardware Implementation . 
Recently computer graphics workstations have been 
introduced which perform the hidden surface problem in 
hardware, to allow the real time dynamic display of complex 
objects. Such workstations are now available from a variety or 
vendors. Although formerly very specialized and high priced, 
Jraphics workstations are becoming increasingly affordable (on 
the order of $20,000) and accessible to a wider range of users. 
Many finite element analysis packages are being implemented 
on graphics workstations, to take advantage or the graphics 
hardware · in visualizing the raults of _lengthy calculations on 
complex geometries. ·Consequently, workstations with graphics 
display hardware are . becoming increasingly common in 
engineering environments. 
The specialized graphics processor in a workstatio-n 
performs most of the operations described above in hardware 
rather than software. A library of subroutine calls to the 
graphics hardware is provided with the workstation, and the 
specific form of the subroutine calls will depend on the make of 
workstation. 
In general, the use or the graphics hardware in the bem.i-
cube algorithm proceeds as follows. A portion of the graphics 
screen is allocated to represent a screen on the hemi-cube. If 
the size of the hemi-cube screen is PxP pixels, this allocation is 
accomplished by opening a graphics window of size PxP on the 
JraPhics screen. 1be smfaces are then displayed in this window 
by seDding the coordinates or the vertices of each surface to the 
papbics processor. The integer identifier or each surface is sent 
to the graphics processor as the color to be displayed. After all 
the surfaces have been displayed, the item buffer containing the 
visible surfaces at each pixel is filled simply by reading the color 
being displayed in the graphics window at each pixel. 
The pseudocode is revised as follows when the graphics 
hardware is employed: 
FOR each hemi-cube piul q 
Cala,late G DeltaFGCtor(q) equal to tlu! form factor 
to each hemi-cub~ pi:rel; 
AlJOCilte G portion of the workstation graphics 
screen to be wed o.s the hemi-cube screen; 
FOR each surface i 
FOR eadJ hemi-cube screens 
FOR each surface j 
FonnFGCtor(ij) • 0; 
Send G list of vertices for surface j to tlu! 
graphics processor; 
END for each surface j 
END FOR each hemi-cube saem 
&Gil the contozts of tlu! workstation screen 
color buffer inlo the ilmz buffer; 
FOR each pi:ul q on the hemi-cube 
FormFat:tor(~ilmz(q)) + • DdlGFGCtor(q); 
END FOR each surface i. 
Perfol'lllaiiCe of Hardware lmplementatloD 
Typical timing results for the software and hardware 
implementations of the hemi-cubc algorithm are shown in Table 
1. All timings are for a Silicon Graphics Personal Iris W-4D20G 
workstation. The timings include only the time to compute form 
factors, not the time to write tbe factors to a file, or to perform 
radiant transfer calculations using the factors. 
Results are shown for two geometries. Geometry 1 is shown 
in Fisure 4a, and consists of a cubical endosure 1 unit on each 
side which contains a three dimensional array of 64 cubes, each 
0.1 unit on a side, uniformly distributed inside the large cubical 
enclosure. Geometry 2 is the same cubical enclosure containing 
two cylinders. The first cylinder has radius 0.1 and height 0.3. 
Its center is located at (0.7,0.5,0.5), and it has been tilted by 
rotating it 20 degrees about its local s-axis. The sec:ond cylinder 
·has radius 0.2, and height 0.4. Its center is located at 
(0.3,0.4,0.6), and it has been tilted by rotating it 30 degrees 
about its local z-uis. Each cylinder is discretized into 140 planar 
·polygons. For each geometry, timings are given for the 
calculation of all required form factors. Results are given for 
two different levels of hem.i-cube discretization. 
The speedup depends on the particular geometry, the 
number of surfaces and the resolution of tbe hemi-cube. In 
Table 11he speedup obtained using the hardware ranges from 
1.6 for Geometty # 1 using a low resolution bemi<Ube to 3.S for 
Geometry # 1 using a higher resolution hemi-c:ube. 
At first, it appears that the speedups are much smaller than 
would be expected from performing calculations in hardware. 
Once the vertices of a surface have been sent to the graphics 
processor, the operatiom of back face eJimjnatioa, dipping and 
updating the depth buffer are sped up bJ a factor of 100 or 
more. However, since pans of the .Jgorithm are still pesfonued 
tD software, the overall speed up obtained by 1JSin& hardware is 
much lower. The program still needs to feed all of the polygon 
wrtices to the graphics processor, and the addition of the delta· 
form factors is still performed iD software. In the hardware 
fmp1ementation of the hemi-a~be algorithm, the operations of 
sending the vertices to the graphics processor and adding up the 
4elta form-factors account for essentially all of the time to 
compute factors. The time to perform these two operations 
depends respectively on the number of polygons and the 
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Flpre 4a: Test geometry 1 -- Sixty-four cubes evenly 
distributed in a cubical enclosure. 
Figure4b: Test geometry 2 - Two cylinders of different size 
and orientation in a cubical enclosure. (Note - the 
use of an aspect ratio less than unity for display 
resulted in this image of the enclosure appearing to 
be wider than it is high.) 
ACCELERATING THE HEMJ-CUBE METHOD USING 
SPATIAL COHERENCE 
DescriptloD or Spatlal Cohermce Algorithm 
One step in the process which slows down the calculation of 
form factors is sendins the vertices of each polygon to the 
araphics processor. One way to ac=lerate this process is to take 
advantage of spatial coherence. Groups of polygons which lie 
behind the current polygon can be identified, so that individual 
polygons in these groups do not have to be processed. Polygons 
I 
i : 
_.- ··a r • ·· . a 
· can be divided into Jr0Up5 by SOJtin& them into I fixed spatial 
arid, as diagrammed in two dimeDSioDS in Figure 5. Polygon 
.ertices are sent to the graphics processor only if they tie in grid 
clements which lie iD front of the current polygon. 
The sorting of polygons into a spatial grid is similar to the 
spatial subdivision ledmiques used to accelerate ray tracing in · 
computer graphics (Fujimoto ct aJ... 1984, Glasmer, 1986). The 
idea of sorting surfaces into a spatial grid has been used by 
Emery et al. (1987) to eliminate potential obstructors between a 
pair of surfaces. The size of the spatial grid can be set by 
finding the minimum and maximum x,y,z coordinates in the 
enclosure. The DUJDber of subdivisions in tbe pid depends on 
the specific endosure and generally Deeds to be supplied by the 
user based on past experience. 
The spatial grid volume into which each surface falls can be 
determined quickly by comparing the minimum and maximum 
~y,z coordinates of the polygon with the coordinates of the 
spatial grid volumes. The only other operation required is the 
determination of whether all or part of a grid volume lies in 
front of a surface. This can be determined by examining the 
signs of the dot products of the surface normal to each of the 
vectors from the surface center to the grid volume vertices. If 
any of the dot products is positive, the grid volume is a least 
partially in front of the surface. 
Specifically, the pseudocode for this variation of the 
algorithm becomes: 
Specify~ size and discretization of a 3-D grid of 
vo~ enco1'11ptming the entire enclosure; 
FOR each surface i 
Determine wltich volumes in the spatial grid contain 
auface I or part of surface i; 
FOR each volwne v which contains i 
Add i to list of surfaces assodaled with v; 
END FOR surface i 
Allocate a portion of the worlatation graphia screm 
to be used as the hmU-cube saeen; 
FOR each surface i 
FOR each surfaa j 
Front(j) • 0 
FOR each volwne v 
IF (v or part of v is in front of i) 
FOR each surface k on the list assodaled with v 
Front(lc) • 1; 
END FOR each volume; 
FOR each Mmi-cube screen .r 
FOR each surface j 
FormFoctor(,j) • 0; 
IF (Front(j) • •1) 
Send a list ofvmices for surfaa j to the 
JIVPhia proassot; 
END FOR each surjQU j 
END FOR etJda ht:mi~ .sat!m 
(~as bq01e) 
END FOR each surfaa i. 
Performance of the Spatial Cobeftuce Alaorithm 
.Typical timing results for the spatial coherence variation of 
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Figure 5: Spatial subdivision in two dimensions - Wben 
computing form factors from surface i, surfaces 
need to be examined for visibility only if they are 
contained in grid cells lying at least partially in 
front of surface i. 
speedup over the original software implementation of the 
hardware version with spatial coherence ranges from a factor of 
1.9 to a factor of 3.6 for the results in the table. 
Since the spatial coherence algorithm only speeds up the 
process of sendin& vertices to the graphics processor, the overall 
speedup is dearly limited by the fraction of total computational 
time that is spent sending vertices to the graphics processor. 
For the hi&her hemi-cube resolutions in Table 1, the 
calculations are dominated by the summing of the delta·form 
factors, and the additional speedup obtained using spatial 
coherence is very small. 
Greater speedups could be obtained by determining which 
grid volumes will be visl"ble through each of the five screens, and 
further li.mitiDg the DU.mber or vertices which have to be sent to 
the graphics processOr. 1be averqe number of vertices sent to 
the graphics processor for each screen could be reduced by as 
much u a factor of S. The overall speedup of the form factor 
calculation produced by this improvement would still depend on 
the fraction of the overall computation time spent sending 
vertices to the processor. 
In the results given in Table 1, polygons have been treated 
individually, and each time a polygon is processed all of its 
vertices need to be sent to the araphics processor. Some 
workstations have the option of sending vertices which are 
shared by multiple polygons 10 the sraphic:s processor only once, 
resulting in further speedups. ~ 
ACCELERATING THE BEMI-CUBE METHOD USING 
PIXEL COHERENCE 
Dacriptloa of Pixel Cohere~~ce Varlatloa 
In general, surfaces will tend 10 CDYer contiguous groups of 
-pixels. -xbe summing up of delta-form factors can be sped up by 
taking advantage of this coherence by updatiDJ the value of the 
form factor for continuous runs of hemi-c:ube pixels, rather than 
for every pixel In this variation, instead of storin& a delta-form 
factor for each pixel, the cumulative form factor is stored for 
each pixel, i.e. CumulativeFactor( q) il equal10 the llliD of all 
DeltaFactor(q') factors for pixels 110 q. In the loop 10 add up 
delta-form factors, an addition is performed only when the value 
m the hem buffer is different for two neigbborin& pixels. 
Pseudo-code for the final portion of the hemi-cube 
algorithm with this variation is: 
Start • item(l); 
OldValue c 0.; 
FOR each pi:al q on tM hemi-cube 
IF (item(q) 1101 equal to Stan): 
TempValue c CunwlativeFactor(q-1); 
FomzFDCior(i,Start) + • TempV~·OldV~; 
Start • ilem(q); 
OtdValue c TempValue; 
END /Filem(q) 
END FOR each piul. 
Performance of the Pbel Cohereuce Variation 
Typical results for the pixel coherence variation (used in 
combination with the spatial coherence variation) are shown in 
Table 1. The overall speedup over the original software 
implementation of the hardware version with spatial and pixel 
coherence ranges from 2.1 to 6.7. The speedup depends on the 
average number of pixels through which each polygon is viewed, 
and on the time required by the computer 10 perform an integer 
comparison relative to a floating point addition. Accuracy 
requires that each surface be visible through substantially more 
than one pixel, and so this variation will always result in some 
measurable speedup. As comparison of the low bemi-eube 
resolution and high hemi-cube resolution entries in TabJe 1 
show, if the number of surfaces is held constant, the speedup 
obtained by using pixel coherence increases with hemi-cube 
resolution. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Three methods 10 accelerate the hcmi-c:ube method for 
finding form factors have ·been presemed - ase of paphics 
hardware, use of spatial coherence and use of pixel coherence. 
The overall speedup resulting from these methods depends on 
the panicular enclosure studied and the required accuracy. 
Results have been presented illustrating speedups of factors up 
l06.7 
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A IIWilber of otber methods can be employed 10 accelerate 
the hemi-cube algorithm. For aample, parallel processing can 
be employed in the calculations, or alternative strategies for 
umpling the hemi-cube pixels can be used. 
Improving the hemi-cube algorithm is not an isolated 
computational problem. 1be ability 10 calc:ulate form factors 
very quickly can affect the general procedure used 10 analyze 
radiant beat transfer. For aample, consider a conventional 
procedure in which a program is called 10 compute form factors, 
requiring O{W) time to account for shadowing, and O(Nl) 
space 10 store the results. After the form factors are calculated, 
the CODYCDtional method would call a matrix inversion program 
requiring O(N') time and O(Nl) space. 
An alternative procedure made possible by fast 
computation of fonn factors would be to calculate the form 
factors for one surface at a time, aDd use these factors in the 
Gauss-Seidel iterative method to solve the set of simultaneous 
equations one row at a time. The Gauss-Seidel method requires 
O(N2) time, and the storage required for form factors which are 
recomputed in each iteration would be only O(N), thus greatJy 
expanding the size of problems which could be studied. 
Furthermore, rather than waiting for the entire solution to 
complete before examining the solution, the solution can be 
displayed on the same graphics display terminal used to 
calculate form factors. For the initial evaluation of a variety of 
design alternatives, the solutions could be stopped before 
convergence to a detailed aeaJrate solution. In this manner 
many different geometries could be analyzed in a relatively 
short amount of time. 
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Attachment #2 
Summary page from "An Analysis and Modification of Shao's Radiosity 
Method for Computer Graphics Image Synthesis", Masters Thesis by David E. Hall 
X 
SUMMARY 
This thesis begins with a history and discussion of the role of illumination models 
in computer graphics realistic image synthesis. The radiosity method, which is based on 
the principles of radiant heat transfer, is the illumination model which is the focus of the 
thesis. The original matrix method_ and the progressive refinement method for diffuse 
radiosity are discussed along with several implementations of the hemi-cube algorithm for 
fonn factor calculation. Accelerated implementations of the hemi-cube algorithm which 
utili.ze computer graphics hardware, spatial coherence, and pixel coherence are compared to 
the original software implementation, and speedups ranging from 2.1 to 5.3 are reported. 
Extensions of the radiosity method to include non-diffuse surfaces as performed by Immel, 
Rushmeier, Shao, and Sillion are presented and discussed in terms of accuracy and speed. 
A "correct" derivation of Shao's method is presented along with a radiosity method which 
successfully incorporates Shao's procedural iteration approach into a progressive 
refinement scheme to produce an algorithm that interactively accounts for the effects of 
specular surfaces on global illumination. A method to adaptively discretize specular 
surfaces during this progressive refinement algorithm is also presented. Several images 
generated using this method are shown, and timings which compare the speed of the 
algorithm with the original progressive refinement algorithm are given. Finally, a 
bidirectional approach to solving the radiosity problem in progressive refinement is 
presented which utilizes the concept of a ''reflectance hemisphere" to detennine and store 
the outgoing directional characteristics of the energy leaving a bidirectional suiface. 
Results and images for this implementation are given. 
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Part II - Summary of Completed Project 
The goal of this project was to develop a progressive method for computing radiant trans-
fer solutions for computer graphics image synthesis and radiant heat transfer applications. 
Progressive methods begin with a crude estimate of the solution which can be .computed 
very quickly, and then continue indefinitely improving the accuracy. 
The method for radiant transfer begins with a progressive refinement radiosity solution 
using a hemi-cube algorithm for form factor calculations. An improved hemi-cube algorithm 
was developed by exploiting computer graphics hardware capabilities and geometric coher-
ence. A method for speeding up the radiosity solution for non-Lambertian surfaces was 
developed by using adaptive subdivision of non-Lambertian surfaces and the concept of a 
reflectance hemisphere. A Monte Carlo method was developed for calculating more detailed, 
accurate solutions, using the radiosity solution as a preprocess. The Monte Carlo solution 
proceeds in several passes to smoothly transition from crude to more accurate solutions. 
The overall speed of the hybrid radiosity /Monte Carlo method was increased by developing 
a method of simplifying complex geometries for use in the initial radiosity solution. 
The radiosity portions of the method are directly applicable to both computer graphics 
and heat transfer. The Monte Carlo solutions have only beeri developed for image synthesis, 
but potentially could be adapted for heat transfer applications. 
Holly E. Rushmeier 
ECS-8909251 
Part III - Technical Information 
The following publications resulted from this award: 
. 1. Hall, David E. "An Analysis and Modification of Shao's Radiosity Method 
for Computer Graphics Image Synthesis," MS Thesis, the George W. Woodruff 
School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, March 1990. 
Abstract published in "Dissertation Abstracts in Computer Graphics," Computer 
Graphics, July 1991. 
2. Rushmeier, Holly E., Daniel R. Baum and David E. Hall. "Accelerating 
the Hemi-cube Algorithm for Calculating Radiation Form Factors," Radiation 
Heat Transfer: Fundamentals and Applications (Proceedings of AIAA/ ASME 
Thermophysical and Heat Transfer Conference, Seattle, WA, June 18-20, 1990) 
HTD, Vol. 137, pp. 45-52. Revised paper in the Journal of Heat Transfer, Vol. 
113, No. 4, November 1991, pp. 1044-1047. 
3. Chen, Shenchang E., Holly E. Rushmeier, Gavin Miller, and Douglass Turner. 
"A Progressive Multi-Pass Method for Global illumination," Computer Graphics 
(Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 1991, Las Vegas, NV) Vol. 25, No. 4, July 1991, 
pp. 165-174. 
4. Hall, David E. and Holly E. Rushmeier, "An Improved Explicit Radiosity 
Method for Calculating Non-Lambertian Reflections," Georgia Tech Graphics, 
Visualization and Usability Center Tech Report GIT-GVU-91-16, submitted for 
journal publication. 
5. Rushmeier, Holly E., Charles Patterson, and Aravindan Veerasamy, "Geomet-
ric Simplification for Indirect illumination," submitted to SIGGRAPH '92. 
The results of this project are methods and algorithms, which are being distributed to 
the research community by means of the publications listed above. The software developed 
to test these methods is not in a form suitable for general distribution, and will only be used 
for future research by people involved in this project. 
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"Progressive Refinement Algorithms 
for Radiant Transfer" 
Holly E. Rushmeier 
February 1, 1992 
1 Introduction 
The goal of this project was to develop progressive refinement methods for the calculation 
of radiant transfer for applications in computer graphics and radiation heat transfer. In a 
progressive refinement method the solution progresses from a crude, quickly calculated solu-
tion to a refined, highly accurate solution. The project was successful in developing several 
new algorithms which together compose a hybrid radiosity /Monte Carlo method for calcu-
lating radiant transfer. The work was primarily performed by the principle investigator and 
graduate students supported by- the grant. Some portions of the project were performed in 
collaboration with a researchers at Silicon Graphics Incorporated and at the Apple Computer 
Company. 
2 Personnel 
Two graduate students were supported by this grant - David Hall and Charlie Patterson. 
Other people who collaborated in the work who did not receive funds from the grant included 
Dan Baum, Eric Chen and Aravindan Veerasamy. 
David Hall is a graduate student in the School of Mechanical Engineering at Georgia 
Tech. He was supported by the grant from Sept. 1989 to March 1990, when he completed 
his Masters' Thesis. David's work concerned the radiosity portion of the solutions. His thesis 
was named one of four outstanding Master's theses for the year by the Georgia Tech chapter 
of Sigma Xi . After completing the M.S. David went to work in private industry. In the fall 
of 1991 he returned to school to pursue a doctoral degree. Since the departure of the P.I. 
from Georgia Tech at the end of fall quarter 1991, David is now doing research in Mechanics 
of Materials with Dr. D. McDowell. 
One portion of David's work involved the rapid calculation of form factors. He developed 
and implemented a new algorithm by working with the P.I. and indirectly with Dan Baum 
of Silicon Graphics. Dan's major contribution was insight into how calculations previously 
performed in software could be performed in hardware. 
Charlie Patterson is a graduate student in the College of Computing at Georgia Tech. He 
was supported by the grant from April1990 to August 1991. He completed a non-thesis M.S. 
degree, and is currently pursuing a Ph.D. Most of Charlie's work has been concerned with 
the development of the Monte Carlo solver that uses a radiosity solution with a simplified 
geometry as a preprocess. Charlie is now continuing his studies in comp~ter graphics with 
Dr. Brian Guenther of the College of Computing. 
Initially the P.I. developed a simple form of the hybrid radiosity /Monte Carlo solver. Eric 
1 
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Chen, a member of the Advanced Technology Group at Apple Computer used the techniques 
in the hybrid solver combined with additional ideas for efficient sampling to produce a more 
sophisticated solution procedure. 
One of the results of this collaboration was a grant from Apple to support continued 
work in this area. Aravindan Veerasamy, a Ph.D. student in the College of Computing was 
supported for a year on this additional grant. Aravindan developed geometries and geometry 
filters which were used as input to the software developed by Charlie Patterson. Aravin-
dan is now pursuing research concerning the use of hypermedia databases for geographic 
information systems with Dr. Navathe of the College of Computing. 
Funds from ECS-8909251 were also used to for a total of three months summer salary 
(over a period of two summers) and approximately one month academic year salary for the 
P.I. Travel funds were used for the P.I. to attend the AIAA/ ASME Thermophysical and Heat 
Transfer Conference in Seattle, WA, June, 1990 and SIGGRAPH '91 in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
July, 1991. 
3 Facilities 
The work was primarily performed using a Silicon Graphics Personal Iris, purchased with 
faculty start-up funds. Funds from ECS-8909251 were used to pay maintenance fees for 
the machine. Initially the machin~ was located in the College of Engineering CAE/CAD 
facility. In the Fall of 1990 the machine was moved to the new Graphics, Visualization and 
Usability Center located in the College of Computing. In the new facility additional SGI 
workstations, Sun workstations, an Apple Macintosh, a film recorder and a variety of printers 
were available to students working on the project. 
4 Summary of Results 
The results of this project are detailed in the publications appended to this report. Below 
is a summary of each publication: 
1. Rushmeier, Holly E., Daniel R. Baum and David E. Hall. "Accelerating the 
Hemi-cube Algorithm for Calculating Radiation Form Factors," Radiation Heat 
Transfer: Fundamentals and Applications (Proceedings of AIAA/ ASME Ther-
mophysical and Heat Transfer Conference, Seattle, WA, June 18-20, 1990) HTD, 
Vol. 137, pp. 45-52. Revised paper in the Journal of Heat Transfer, Vol. 113, 
No. 4, November 1991, pp. 1044-1047. 
Holly E. Rushmeier, ECS-8909251 3 
The first portion of the overall progressive refinement solution is a progressive refinement 
radiosity solution. A critical factor in the speed of a radiosity solution is the time required 
to compute form factors. In 1985 Cohen and Greenberg (Computer Graphics 19{3):31-40) 
published the hemi-cube algorithm. In this paper we describe the effect of using graphics 
hardware to do the geometric projections required by the hemi-cube algorithm. Even though 
the projections account for a large fraction of the execution time of a software implementation 
of the algorithm, the actual speedups obtained were limited to factors on the order of 3. Other 
critical factors in algorithm performance are the number of surfaces in the environment, and 
the hemi-cube pixel resolution. The dependence on the number of surfaces was reduced by 
exploiting object space coherence. The surfaces are sorted into a spatial grid so that a smaller 
subset of surfaces to be projected onto each hemi-cube face can be easily identified. The 
dependence on pixel resolution was reduced by exploiting screen space coherence. Additions 
to form factors are performed only when different surfaces are viewed through neigh boring 
pixels, rather than at every pixel. 
2. Chen, Shenchang E., Holly E. Rushmeier, Gavin Miller, and Douglass Turner. 
"A Progressive Multi-Pass Method for Global Illumination," Computer Graphics 
(Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 1991, Las Vegas, NV) Vol. 25, No. 4, July 1991, 
pp. 165-174. 
The multi-pass method in this paper describes the overall progressive refinement method 
for generating a realistic computer image. In the first pass, a radiosity method gives the 
first, quickly produced solution. In the second pass,a more detailed solution for the direct 
illumination is found by replacing the direct illumination component in the radiosity solution 
by a pixel by pixel Monte Carlo calculation. Finally, in a third pass the indirect illumination 
is calculated in greater detail by using a Monte Carlo method which uses the radiosity 
solution to estimate the effect of higher order interreflections. 
3. Hall, David E. and Holly E. Rushmeier, "An Improved Explicit Radiosity 
Method for Calculating Non-Lambertian Reflections," Georgia Tech Graphics, 
Visualization and Usability Center Tech Report GIT-GVU-91-16, submitted for 
journal publication. 
Radiosity methods were originally developed for Lambertian (ideal diffuse) surfaces. In 
1988, Shao et al. ( Computer Graphics 22{3):93-101) presented a radiosity method that 
could account for the effect of non-Lambertian reflections. In this paper a progressive refine-
ment implementation of Shao's method is described. Two improvements to Shao's method 
Holly E. Rushmeier, ECS-8909251 4 
are proposed. First, the subdivision of specular surfaces is examined. Since the radiances 
calculated for specular surfaces are not viewed in the final image, adaptive subdivision of 
specular surfaces based on their effect on Lambertian surfaces is used. Second, the large 
number of computations to compute reflected radiance distributions from non-Lambertian 
surfaces is examined. The number of computations is reduced for non-Lambertian/non-
specular surfaces by exploiting the averaging effect of reflection from such surfaces. 
4. Rushmeier, Holly E., Charles Patterson, and Aravindan Veerasamy, "Geomet-
ric Simplification for Indirect Illumination," submitted to SIGGRAPH '92. 
Although the multi-pass method described in reference 2. above is effective, as scenes 
become complex (i.e. contain large numbers of surfaces) the time to compute the radiosity 
solution becomes excessive. In this paper a method for simplifying a complex scene for the 
radiosity pass of the calculations is proposed. The scene is simplified by eliminating small, 
isolated surfaces, and by replacing clusters of small surfaces with a box that is approximately 
equivalent in terms of the radiant energy reflected and absorbed. The scene complexity 
becomes apparent in the Monte Carlo direct and indirect illumination passes, for which 
computation time is a weaker function of the scene complexity. 
5 Future Work 
This project successfully developed an overall progressive refinement solution method for 
radiant transfer, and developed improvements in several elements of the solution method. 
There are two major points discussed in the initial proposal which were not examined. 
First is the examination of the impact on accuracy of using multiple levels of geometric 
description. So far, only a few visual comparisons of the images produced using the multi-
pass method with geometric simplification have been performed. Quantitative comparisons 
for a variety of environments are needed to assess the method. 
The second point is the application of the techniques developed in this project to radiant 
heat transfer. The improved hemi-cube algorithm can be used directly in heat transfer 
calculations. The application of the progressive refinement method for non-Lambertian 
surfaces is straightforward. An analysis is need however of the accuracy of the results as 
a function of the hemi-cube and reflectance hemisphere used. The usefulness of hybrid 
methods in heat transfer is not as clear. The "inverse" Monte Carlo and hybrid methods 
used in image synthesis might be useful in heat transfer to get highly accurate results at 
discrete points to compare with the area averaged results obtained by forward Monte Carlo 
or radiosity methods. 

Fig. 3 Scheme for derivation of generalizing rule (AS} 
S1S2 =~ [SS0 (b) -SS0 ( I b- b1l) -SS0 ( I b- b2l) 
+ss0 ( lb-b1-b21)] (A5) 
With overlapping zones, we can, according to Fig. 3(c) and 
Fig. 3(d), alternatively substitute into (A5) for distance b the 
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dimension marked "(b)". Using it, the same result will be 
reached. 
The derived simple generalized rule (A5) is independent of 
the absorptivity function of the medium between the zones 
and is valid also, e.g., for two parallel cylinders, band-to-
rectangular rod, etc. This rule can be applied not only to pairs 
of surface zones, but similarly to direct-exchange areas of 
volume-to-surface zones gs and volume-to-volume zones gg. 
Accelerating the Hemi-Cube Algorithm for Calculating 
Radiation Form Factors 
H. E. Rushmeier( D. R. Baum/ and D. E. Hall3 
Introduction 
The calculation of form factors for the analysis of radiation 
heat transfer is computationally expensive when surfaces are 
not in full view of one another. For an enclosure of N surfaces, 
N 2 factors are needed. Brute force methods require 0(N3) 
time to compute the required factors (Walton, 1987). A few 
methods have been introduced that reduce the time to 0 (N2+:r) 
where xis on the order of 0.3 (Emery et al., 1988). The hemi-
cube algorithm (Cohen and Greenberg, 1985) calculates the 
N 2 factors in 0(N2 ) time. Because of its lower time complexity, 
the hemi-cube method is efficient for problems with large num-
bers of surfaces. In this note, methods to improve the hemi-
cube algorithm by taking advantage of graphics hardware and 
two types of geometric coherence are presented. The imple-
mentation of the methods on a computer workstation is de-
scribed, and timings demonstrating speedups by factors of up 
to 6.7 are given. 
The acceleration of the calculation of form factors is not 
an isolated computational problem. The ability to calculate 
form factors very quickly can alter the overall computational 
methodology used to analyze radiant heat transfer, and can 
greatly extend the complexity of geometries that can be studied. 
Review of the Hemi-Cube Algorithm 
The hemi-cube algorithm approximates the form factor Fii 
from an area A; to area A1 by the factor from a differential 
area dA; at the center of area A;: 
Fij= J cos O;cos e1dA/-rrrfJ 
Aj 
where the angles 0; and 01 are measured respectively from the 
surface normals at dA; and dA1 to a line joining the two dif-
ferential areas, and ru is the distance between dA; and dA1. 
Surfaces in the enclosure are subdivided to make this approx-
imation valid. 
The hemi-cube method is based on Nusselt's unit sphere 
method. The hemisphere in Nusselt's method is replaced by a 
hemi-cube, as shown in Fig. 1. The sides of the hemi-cube are 
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"Pi 
Projection of Surface j 
onto Hemi-Cube Pixels 
X 
Fig. 1 Calculation of F11 using a low-resolution heml·cube 
discretized into small surfaces, referred to as pixels. The form 
factor to each pixel, referred to as a delta-form factor, is 
calculated and stored in a buffer. Since the same hemi-cube 
is used for all surfaces, the values in the delta-form factor 
buffer are calculated only once. 
The surface visible through each hemi-cube pixel for each 
differential area dA; is found efficiently using backface elim-
ination, the Sutherland-Hodgeman clipping algorithm, and 
the depth buffer algorithm. (The details of these techniques 
can be found in standard computer graphics texts such as Foley 
et al., 1990.) The result is an item buffer, in which the identifier 
of the surface visible through each pixel is recorded. 
After the hidden surface problem has been solved, the form 
factors are calculated by scanning the item buffer and summing 
the delta form factors associated with the pixels through which 
a surface j is visible. 
The hemi-cube algorithm is summarized in the following 
pseudocode: 
FOR each hemi-cube pixel q calculate DeltaFactor(q); 
FOR each surface i 
FOR each hemi-cube face s 
FOR each surface j 
FormFactor(ij) = 0; 
Transform coordinates ro system centered on i and 
oriented toward s; 
IF (not back facing) 
Clip ro viewing frustum; 
IF (portion of j inside the frustum) 
Find pixels p onto which j is projected; 
FOR each pixel p 
IF (depth of j<depth (p)) 
item (p) =j; 
depth (p) =depth of j; 
END IF 
END FOR each pixel 
END IF portion left 
END IF not back facing 
END FOR each surface j 
END FOR each hemi-cube face 
FOR each pixel q on the hemi-cube FormFactor ( i, 
item(q)) + = DeltaFacror(q); 
END FOR each surface i. 
The 0(N2 ) time complexity of the algorithm is achieved by 
determining the effect of each surface j as an obstructor of 
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other surfaces as the factor Fu is being computed. Inherently, 
any algorithm that simultaneously computes visibility and form 
factors cannot take advantage of the reciprocity relation used 
in 0(N3 ) and 0(N2+~ algorithms. However, for large values 
of N the factor of 2 speedup from reciprocity is much smaller 
than the factor of Nor Nx time difference between the hemi-
cube algorithm and alternative methods. 
The accuracy of the hemi-cube algorithm is discussed in more 
detail elsewhere (Baum et al., 1989). Overall, the method con:. 
verges to an exact solution with the discretization of the en-
closure into smaller surfaces, and the discretization of the hemi-
cube into a larger number of pixels. 
Acceleration of the Hemi-Cube Method Using Hardware 
Recently computer graphics workstations have been intro-
duced by several vendors with specialized graphics processors, 
which perform many of the operations required by the hemi-
cube algorithm in hardware rather than software. A library of 
subroutine calls to the graphics hardware is provided with the 
workstation. 
The use of the graphics hardware in the hemi-cube algorithm 
begins by allocating a window on the graphics screen to rep-
resent a face on the hemi-cube. The surfaces are then displayed 
in this window by sending the coordinates of the vertices of 
each surface to the graphics processor. The integer identifier 
of each surface is sent to the graphics processor as the color 
to be displayed. After all the surfaces have been displayed, the 
item buffer is filled by reading the color being displayed in the 
graphics window at each pixel. 
Using graphics hardware, the pseudo-code for the loop over 
each surface i becomes: 
Allocate a window on the workstation to be used as a face 
of the hemi-cube; 
FOR each surface i 
FOR each hemi-cube face s 
FOR each surface j 
FormFactor(ij) =0; 
Color=j; 
Send a list of vertices for surface j to the graphics 
processor; 
END for each surface j 
END FOR each hemi-cube face 
Read the workstation window color buffer into the item 
buffer; 
FOR each pixel q on the hemi-cube FormFactor(i, 
item ( q)) + = DeltaFactor ( q); 
END FOR each surface i. 
Typical timing results for the software and hardware im-
plementations of the hemi-cube algorithm are shown in Table 
1. All timings are for a Silicon Graphics Personal Iris W -4D20G 
workstation. The timings include only the time to compute the 
N2 form factors, not the time to write the factors to a file, or 
to perform radiant transfer calculations. 
Results are shown for two geometries. Geometry 1 consists 
of a cubical enclosure 1 unit on each side, which contains a 
uniformly distributed three-dimensional array of 64 cubes, 
each 0.1 unit on a side. Geometry 2 is the same enclosure 
containing two cylinders. One cylinder is centered at (0. 7, 0.5, 
0.5), has radius 0.1, height 0.3, and is tilted 20 de g. The other 
cylinder is centered at (0.3, 0.4, 0.6), has radius 0.2, height 
0.4, and is tilted 30 deg. Each cylinder is discretized into 140 
planar polygons. Results are given for two different levels of 
hemi-cube discretization. In Table 1 the speedup obtained using 
the hardware ranges from 1.6 for Geometry 1 using a low 
resolution hemi-cube to 3.5 for Geometry 2 using a higher 
resolution hemi-cube. 
Once the vertices of a surface have been sent to the graphics 
processor, the operations of back face elimination, clipping 
and updating the depth buffer are spedup by a factor of 100 
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or more. However, since parts of the algorithm are still per-
formed in software, the overall speed up obtained by using 
hardware is much lower. In the hardware implementation of 
the hemi-cube algorithm, the operations of sending the vertices 
to the graphics processor and adding up the delta form-factors 
account for essentially all of the time to compute factors. 
Accelerating the Hemi-Cube Using Spatial Coherence 
The time spent sending vertices to the graphics processor 
can be reduced by taking advantage of spatial coherence. 
Groups of polygons that lie behind the current polygon can 
be identified, so that individual polygons in these groups do 
not have to be processed. Polygons can be divided into groups 
by sorting them into a fixed spatial grid. Polygon vertices are 
sent to the graphics processor only if they lie in grid elements 
that lie in front of the current polygon. The sorting of polygons 
into a spatial grid is similar to the spatial subdivision techniques 
used to accelerate ray tracing in computer graphics (Glassner, 
1984; Fujimoto et al., 1986). Also, Emery et al. (1987), using 
an idea presented by Hedgeley ( 1982), developed a method in 
which surfaces were sorted into a spatial grid to identify po-
tential obstructors between a pair of surfaces rapidly. 
The pseudocode for this variation of the algorithm is: 
FOR each surface i 
Determine which volumes in the spatial grid contain 
surface i; 
FOR each volume v which contains i add i to list of 
surfaces associated with v; 
END FOR surface i 
Allocate a workstation window to be used as the hemi-cube 
face; 
FOR each surface i 
FOR each surface j Front U> = 0 
FOR each volume v 
IF ( v or part of v is in front of i) 
FOR each surface k on the list associated with v 
Front(k) = 1; 
END FOR each volume,· 
FOR each hemi-cube face s 
FOR each surface j 
FormFactor(i, j) = 0; 
Color=j; 
IF (Front U> = = 1) send a list of vertices for surface 
j to the graphics processor; 
END FOR each surface j 
END FOR each hemi-cube face 
(continue as before) 
END FOR each surface i. 
Typical timing results for the spatial coherence variation of 
the hemi-cube algorithm are given in Table 1. The overall 
speedup over the original software implementation of the hard-
ware version with spatial coherence ranges from a factor of 
1.9 to a factor of 3.6 for the results in Table 1. The incremental 
speedup over of the hardware version without coherence ranges 
from little more than 1.0 to 1.2. Although the factors are small, 
Table 1 shows that using spatial coherence always reduced the 
total computational time. 
The spatial coherence method could also be applied to a 
purely software implementation of the hemi-cube. In the soft-
ware implementation both. the absolute time and the fraction 
of time spent projecting each surface onto the hemi-cube are 
different from the hardware version. As a result, both the 
absolute time saved and the factor of speedup for using spatial 
coherence would be different when applied to the software 
implementation. 
Greater speedups could be obtained by determining which 
grid volumes will be visible through each of the five hemi-cube 
faces and further limiting the number of vertices that have to 
be sent to the graphics processor. The average number of 
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Table 1 Timings for form factor calculations on a SGI Per-
sonal Iris workstation (in CPU seconds) 
Geometry Hemi-cube Method•• Time Overall Coherence 
res., R• speedup••• speedup• ••• 
1 so sw 118 - -
HW 72 1.6 -
HWSC 60 2.0 1.2 
HWSCPC 54 2.2 1.3 
1 300 sw 1353 - -
HW 387 3.5 -
HWSC 380 3.6 1.0 
HWSCPC 201 6.7 1.9 
2 so SW 66 - -
HW 42 1.6 -
HWSC 35 1.9 1.2 
HWSCPC 32 2.1 1.3 
2 300 SW 855 - -
HW 282 3.0 -
HWSC 276 3.1 1.0 
HWSCPC 141 6.1 2.0 
• Number of hemi-cube pixels= If+ 4(0.5)(0.6R x 0.6R) 
• • SW =Software implementation 
HW = Hardware implementation 
HWSC =Hardware implementation with spatial coherence 
HWSCPC =Hardware implementation with spatial coherence and 
pixel coherence 
• • • Overall speedup= (Time for software implementation)/(Time) 
• • • • Coherence speedup= (Time for HW)/(Time) 
vertices sent to the graphics processor for each screen could 
be reduced by as much as a factor of 5. The overall speedup 
of the form factor calculation produced by this improvement 
would still depend on the fraction of the overall computation 
time spent sending vertices to the processor. 
Accelerating the Hemi-Cube Using Pixel Coherence 
Surfaces projected onto a hemi-cube tend to cover contig-
uous sets of pixels. Adding the delta-form factors can be sped 
up using this coherence by updating the value of the form 
factor for continuous runs of hemi-cube pixels, rather than 
for every pixel. Instead of storing a delta-form factor for each 
pixel, the cumulative form factor is stored, i.e., Cumu-
lativeFactor (q) is equal to the sum of all DeltaFactor (q') 
factors for pixels 1 to q. In the loop to add delta-form factors, 
an addition is performed only when the value in the item buffer 
is different for two neighboring pixels, i.e; 
Start= item ( 1 ); 
Old Value= 0. 
FOR each pixel q on the hemi-cube 
IF (item(q) not equal to Start): 
Temp Value= CumulativeFactor(q-1); 
FormFactor(i, Start) + =Temp Value-Old Value; 
Start= item (q); 
Old Value= Temp Value; 
END IF item (q) 
END FOR each pixel. 
Results for the pixel coherence variation are shown in Table 
1. The overall speedup over the original software implemen-
tation of the hardware version with spatial and pixel coherence 
ranges from 2.1 to 6. 7. The incremental speedup over the basic 
hardware implementation ranges from 1.3 to 2.0. The speedup 
depends on the average number of pixels through which each 
polygon is viewed. Accuracy requires that each surface be 
visible through more than one pixel, and so this variation will 
always result in some speedup. 
The pixel coherence variation can also be applied to the 
purely software implementation. In the software implemen-
tation the same absolute time is spent summing delta-form 
factors as in the hardware version, but this time is a smaller 
percentage of the overall computation time. As a result, the 
absolute time saved using pixel coherence would be the same 
Transactions of the ASME 
for both the software and hardware implementations but the 
factor of speedup would be different. 
Summary 
Three methods to accelerate the hemi-cube method for find-
ing form factors have been presented: use of graphics hard-
ware, use of spatial coherence and use of pixel coherence. The 
overall speedup resulting from these methods depends on the 
particular enclosure studied, and the required accuracy. Results 
have been presented illustrating speedups of factors up to 6. 7. 
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Abstract 
An Improved Explicit Radiosity Method 
for Calculating Non-Lambertian Reflections 
We present an improved radiosity method for accounting for non-Lambertian reflections. The 
method explicitly calculates the radiance distribution leaving each non-Lambertian surface. The 
method differs from previous explicit radiosity methods in two respects. Firs~ non-Lambertian 
surfaces are discretized adaptively based on their effect on other surfaces, rather than on their own 
spatial radiance distribution. Second, the calculation of the radiance distribution is made more 
efficient using the ideas of hemi-cube pixel groups and the reflectance hemi-sphere. The method is 
well suited to being used as the frrst pass in a multi-pass rendering method. 
key words: radiosity, global illumination, general reflectance functions 
1. Introduction 
The radiosity method (Goral et al., 1984, Nishita and Nakamae, 1985) has become popular for 
solving the global illumination problem for computer graphics realistic image synthesis. A major 
shortcoming of the original method was its limitation to Lambertian (i.e. ideal diffuse) materials. 
Two types of methods have been developed to account for the effects of non-Lambertian (i.e. 
directional) materials, which we will refer to as explicit and implicit methods. Several variations of 
each type of method have been formulated. The best method to use depends on the particular 
application. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the study of radiosity methods for general 
surfaces by examining two problems encountered in using explicit methods, and proposing 
solutions to these problems. The method presented here is most useful as a fast initial radiosity 
pass for a multi-pass global illumination solution. 
2. Background 
In implicit radiosity methods, the complete radiance distributions of directional surfaces are never 
calculated. The effect of directionally reflecting surfaces on Lambertian surfaces is accounted for 
implicitly by introducing "mirror-images" of the Lambertian reflectors, or by tracing trees of rays 
between Lambertian surfaces. Implicit methods require a two pass approach. In the first pass the 
radiosities of Lambertian surfaces are calculated. Then, in a second view dependent pass, the 
radiances of directional surfaces in the view direction are calculated. Implicit methods have been 
described by several researchers, including Wallace et al. (1987), Malley (1988), Sillion and Puech 
(1989) and Rushmeier and Torrance (1990). More recently Chen et al. (1991) presented a multi-
pass method in which an implicit radiosity method is used to get a quick first estimate of global 
1 
illumination. The radiances of both non-Lambertian and Lambertian surfaces discretized at screen 
resolution are calculated in subsequent passes, using information from the radiosity solution. 
By contrast, in explicit methods a radiance distribution is explicitly calculated for each directional 
surface at some point in the solution. The frrst explicit method was by Immel et al. (1986). In 
Immel's method a large set of simultaneous equations was solved for the radiance in each direction 
from each surface in the environment The spatial discretization required to model radiance 
distributions for highly directional surfaces made this method impractical. Shao et al. (1988) built 
on Immel's idea, and used the two pass idea from implicit methods. In Shao's method the radiance 
distribution from each directional surface is explicitly calculated to fmd revised form factors from 
non-Lambertian surfaces, which in tum are used to calculated the radiosities (and equivalently the 
radiances) of Lambertian surfaces. In the second pass, radiances calculated from the frrst pass are 
used to render Lambertian surfaces, but the radiances for directional surfaces are found by ray 
tracing. In Shao's method the level of discretization for directional surfaces in the frrst pass is 
greatly reduced since the frrst pass directional radiance distributions are not seen directly in the final 
image. Le Saec and Schlick (1989) and Chen and Wu (1990) have presented similar explicit 
methods which use the progressive refinement solution method originated by Cohen et al. (1988). 
All of the explicit methods described above calculate the gathering or distribution of light by 
discretizing the hemisphere of directions above a surface. Immel and Le Saec represent the 
resulting radiance distributions using the discretized directions. Shao and Chen represent the 
distribution in terms of form factors to other surfaces. Recently Sillion et al. (1991) presented an 
explicit method in which light is distributed by considering each surface vertex in the environment, 
rather than looking out in some discrete set of directions. The resulting radiance distributions are 
saved as coefficients of spherical harmonics, rather· than as values associated with directions or as 
form factors. This framework is capable of rendering spatially detailed solutions. However, 
considering interreflections vertex by vertex, rather than in terms of directions is extremely costly 
as the geometric complexity of the environment increases (e.g. see Kajiya, 1986). In Sillion's 
method only mirror-like specular surfaces are calculated in the second pass. While this produces a 
largely "view independent" solution, the meshing requirements to avoid visual artifacts and the 
storage space required per vertex for such an approach are extremely high. 
We consider an explicit method which is based on the discretized hemisphere, rather than the vertex 
by vertex approach. While this method is not as useful as Sillion's for a spatially detailed radiosity 
solution, it is much more efficient for use as a frrst pass in a multi-pass solution. We focus on 
two basic problems inherent with explicit, discretized direction methods-- determining the meshing 
of directional surfaces, and the excessive calculations required for general directional surfaces 
which are neither Lambertian nor mirror-like reflectors. To mesh directional surfaces, rather than 
using 'the same algorithms as fat Lambertian surfaces, we propose adaptively meshing directional 
surfaces based on their effect on Lambertian surfaces relative to the overall scene illumination. To 
reduce the number of calculations required for general directional surfaces, we introduce the 
reflectance hemisphere and hemi-cube pixel groups to take advantage of the averaging effect of 
non-mirrorlike surfaces. 
2 
We begin by describing a specific progressive refmement formulation of an explicit radiosity 
method for including directional reflections. 
3. Famulation 
Progressive refmement radiosity methods work by determining the effect of the energy leaving one 
surface on all other surfaces in the environment This is accomplished by "shooting" energy out 
from a surface, beginning with light sources shooting out their emitted energy. For each surface 
two values are maintained. The total energy leaving the surface and the "unshot" energy that has yet 
to be distributed to the rest of the environment 
To formulate a progressive refinement radiosity method for non-Larnbertian surfaces, specific 
definitions are needed of radiance, radiosity, and reflectance. The radiance IG) in a direction j, either 
incident on or leaving a surface, is defmed as: 
l(j) = dEG)/cosSdro 
where dE(j) is the energy per unit area and time, 8 is the angle between the surface normal and the 
direction j, and dro is a differential solid angle. The radiosity of a surface B is the total energy per 
unit area and time leaving the surface. Radiosity and radiance are related by: 
B = f IG) cosS dro 
where the integral is over the hemisphere of directions leaving j. For Larnbertian surfaces, I is 
independent of j and B is equal tom. 
The bidirectional reflectance Pbd(r,i) of a surface is the radiance reflected in direction r divided by 
the incident energy per unit area and time from the direction i: 
Pbd(r,i) = l(r)IE(i) 
Associated with the bidirectional reflectance is the directional-hemispherical reflectance Pdh(i), 
defined as the energy per unit area and time reflected into the entire hemisphere of directions, 





Pdh(i) = J Pbd(r,i) cos Sr dror (4) 
3 
For Lambertian surfaces Pbd(r,i) is independent of directions rand i, and Pdh(i) is denoted as Pd 
and is just equal to xpbd. For specular surfaces, Phd is a delta function, p5(i)b(r,i)/cos8rdwr with 
the energy incident from direction i reflected only into the mirror direction. Pdh(i) for a specular 
surface is just the specular reflectance p8(i). 
Consider a· general surface M shooting out energy. The hemisphere of directions above M is 
discretized by a hemi-cube (Fig. 1). (Note: although we use a hemi-cube as defined by Cohen and 
Greenberg (1985), the method we describe could be applied to any discretization of the hemisphere 
above a surface and any method of determining the surface visible in a particular direction.) 
Pixel p 
Surface M 
Figure 1 - The hemisphere of directions above M is discretized by a 
hemi-cube. Pixel p is one of the hemi-cube pixels through which surface P 
is visible to surface M. 
The unshot radiosity of surface M is to be distributed into all directions. Associated with the 
unshot radiosity Bu is an unshot radiance distribution. Let the unshot radiance from M in the 




where ~Fp is the delta fonn factor associated with pixel p. 
Let P be the surface visible to M through pixel p, and let m be the direction from P to surface M. 
The delta radiosity at surface P, ~Bp, due to the energy leaving M traveling through pixel pis: 
where m is the direction from P toM, and the factor (AM/Ap) converts from energy per unit area 
of surface M to energy per unit area of surface P. (Note: as described in Baum et al., 1989, 
~FpAM/Ap may be poorly estimated using the hemi-cube. Once the surface Pis identified, 
~FpAM/Ap may be calculated by an alternative analytical method.) 
When the shooting surface M is Lambertian, the simple relationship between radiosity and 
radiance gives: 
When the shooting surface M is non-Lambertian, the explicit unshot radiance distribution lu,M,p 
must be calculated taking into account the incident radiance distribution. Let Q be the surface 
visible through pixel q, and lu,Q,M be the radiance shot from Q toM which has yet to be 
distributed by M: 
lu,M,p =~ Pbd,M(q,p)lu,Q,M ~Fqx 
where the summation is over all hemi-Cllbe pixels q. For non-Lambertian surfaces the hemi-cube 
serves two purposes. First, it is used to calculate the energy incident on M which has yet to be 
distributed. Then, it is used to distribute the energy after the unshot radiance distribution from M 
has explicitly been calculated. For a non-Lambertian surface M, Eq. (6) becomes: 
Once a non-Lambertian surface shoots, all of the unshot radiances to that surface are set to zero. 






where P' is the surface seen through the pixel p' in the mirror direction from pixel p. 
Initially, the unshot radiance from one surface to another, i.e. lu,Q,M can be calculated directly only 
for light sources. The explicit radiance distribution of the light sources must be given as part of the 
problem definition. The progressive refinement solution begins by shooting out energy from light 
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sources. As the solution proceeds· the radiance IUyQ,M a non-Lambertian surface M receives from 
any surface Q must must be saved until that energy is shot out from M to the rest of the 
environment Since M may be visible through several pixels from Q, the quantity to be stored 
when Q is also non-Lambertian is the following average: 
(11) 
where the summations are over all pixels (kin the numerator, j in the denominator) through which 
M is visible to Q. If Q is Lambertian, IUyQ,M is just equal to the value of Bu,Qht at the time energy 
was shot from Q to M. 
Clearly, the disadvantage of the formulation just given is keeping all of the values Iu,Q,M for non-
Lambertian surfaces. All radiosity methods have growing storage/processing demands as the 
number of directional surfaces increases (i.e. increasing "bushy" ray trees are followed, or more 
detailed storage structures for radiance distributions are needed, etc.). Radiosity methods are 
efficient when nearly all surfaces can be treated as Lambertian for the purpose of computin~ the 
secondary illumination of other surfaces. For only a few non-Lambertian surfaces in the radiosity 
pass, the non-Lambertian surfaces can be treated efficiently as a group. When the unshot energy for 
the entire group of non-Lambertian surfaces is the largest of all unshot energies, all of the non-
Lambertian surfaces shoot as a group. Each surface then maintains three unshot radiosities -- Bu 
unshot to the environment, Bs,nr shot out to the environment but not redistributed by non-
Lambertian surfaces, and Bu,nL unshot radiosity accumulated during the shooting phase · from all 
non-Lambertian surfaces. Values of Iu,Q,M only need to be saved then if both Q and M are non-
Lambertian. 
4. Surface Disa'etization 
The sampling of directions from a point on a surface requires discretizing surfaces. Shao's 
approach reduces the requirements for the discretization of directional surfaces by not using the 
explicit directional distribution in the final image. However, inadequate discretization of the 
directional surface can result in significant errors, as demonstrated in Figs. 2a and 2b. In Fig. 2a 
the specular surface is discretized into only 3 patches, resulting in a "gap" in the bright area on the 
floor resulting from the specular reflection of the light source. In Fig. 2b, the specular surface is 
discretized into 75 patches, and the bright area on the floor is continuous, as it should be. 
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Figure 2a - Specular surface divided into 3 patches 
Figure 2b - Specular surface divided into 75 patches 
Figure 2 - A pair of images demonstrating the effect of specular surface discretization 
on global illumination. 
In the past, discretization of surfaces in radiosity methods has been determined by the view of the 
surface from the light source (Campbell & Fussell, 1990, Baum et al. 1991) followed by adaptive 
subdivision based on the relative radiance of neighboring surfaces (Cohen et al. 1986). Both of 
these methods are oriented towards subdividing a surface to make its appearance acceptable in the 
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fmal image. Since the radiosity solution for directional surfaces is not directly visible in the final 
image, these approaches are inappropriate. In their place, we propose an adaptive sub-division 
method based on the effect of the directional surface on the Lambertian surfaces in the 
environment. A crude initial discretization is applied to each directional surface, and the surface is 
subdivided until the error in the incremental radiosities for the surfaces it is shooting at converges. 
The true error that results from insufficient surface discretization can not be evaluated because the 
true solution is not known. lnstea~ the error calculation is based on the relative changes in AB as 
the non-diffuse surface discretization changes. For the adaptive discretization method we propose, 
the error in the radiosity of any surface j is determined using the equation: 
(12) 
where AB gJ is the increase in unshot radiosity of a surface j at discretization level g, AB g+ lj is the 
increase in unshot radiosity of surface j at discretization level g+ 1, and G is a term which will be 
discussed below. Note that because the error calculation is based on the maximum allowable error, 
only the largest error term (for a particular wavelength band) resulting from Eq.(12) between each 
increment in surface discretization is important When the largest error calculated using Eq.(12) for 
an increment on a surface discretization is less than the maximum allowable error, the error has 
converged, and the desired discretization level is known. 
The term G in Eq. (12) is the estimated average surface irradiation for the environment -- referred 
to as the ambient term by Cohen et al. , 1988. G is used because different environments have 
different illumination levels. While a radiosity change of .001 units might be significant in a dim · ·· 
environment, this radiosity change might be insignificant in a bright environment. Therefore, a 
reference point based on the level of illumination is needed Furthermore, the reference level needs 
to be global, rather than based on the radiosity of the individual surface. A change of .001 units 
would be large percentage change for a surface with current radiosity of .001. However , if the 
average radiosity in the scene is 1. unit, the .001 change in radiosity of the surface will not be 
perceptible in the final image. G is given by: 
G = (l: Ek F•k)/(1-Pave) (13) 
where Pave is the area averaged reflectivity of the environment, and the summation is overall all 
surfaces k, with F•k being approximate form factors given by: 
(14) 
G is calculated only once at the beginning of program execution. 
Since the discretization of directional surfaces does not appear in the final image, the discretion 
does not have to be saved after energy is shot from the directional surface, and different 
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discretizations can be used each time the surface shoots, resulting in computational savings. The 
frrst time a directional surface shoots, the distribution of the incident radiance will be highly 
directional, since there will be a very high incident radiance from a relatively small solid angle in 
the direction of the light source and relatively small incident radiance from the rest of the 
environment A highly directional incident distribution requires a high surface discretization to 
model reflection from the surface. For subsequent shots, the incident distribution will be much 
more uniform. Even for a mirror-like surface, if the incident distribution is nearly unifonn, the 
reflected distribution is nearly uniform. As a result, for subsequent shots, a much cruder 
discretization of the directional surface is required 
Figures 3 and 4 show the results of using adaptive subdivision. These figures were produced by 
using a ray tracing pass following the radiosity solution to render the specular surface. 
Figure 3 -Environment with ~51 surfaces. showing the effect of specular reflection. 
Figure 4- Environment with 1459 surfaces showing the effect of specular reflection. 
In Fig. 3, the scene is divided into 751 patches, with one large specular surface. In the radiosity 
solution energy was shot from the specular surface three times before the solution converged. The 
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initial discretization of the specular surface was 3xl. The frrst time energy was shot from the 
specular surface four iterations were required to reach the discretization at which the error term 
dropped below the prescribed tolerance- resulting in a discretization of 12x4 (i.e. 48 patches). In 
the second and third shots from the specular surface only two iterations were required to reach the 
appropriate discretization. 
In Fig. 4, the scene is divided into 1459 patches, with the same large specular surface. Again 
energy was shot from the specular surface three times before the solution converged. In this case, 
only two iterations were required to determine the specular discretization for all three shots. This is 
primarily because the walls are relatively bright, making the relative effect of the specular surface 
reflection smaller. 
In general, convergence to the correct discretization is not monotonic. For example, a surface may 
not be visible from a specular surface when a crude surface discretization is used, but may become 
visible when the discretization is refined. At least the frrst time energy is shot from a specular 
surface, the maximum error value can be expected to increase for a few iterations before decreasing 
and converging. 
S. General, Non-Lambertian, Non-Mirrorlike Surfaces 
By examining Eqs. (7), (9), and (10) it can be seen that the complexity of the calculations for 
shooting from a patch is greater for a general directional surface than for a Lambertian surface or a 
mirror-like surface. For both Lambertian and mirror-like surfaces, the radiance to be shot out 
through a given pixel is given by a single value, while a summation over all pixels is required to 
compute the value for a general surface .. Intuitively. the work required to distribute energy from a 
general surface should not be sub_stantially greater than that required for a Lambertian or mirror-like 
surface. 
As discussed by Shao et al., for near mirror-like surfaces, in which the reflected energy is 
concentrated in a small solid angle, the work required in the summation can be reduced by 
summing over a small number of hemi-cube pixels q around the pixel p' in the mirror direction 
from surface p. For general surfaces however, which are neither Lambertian nor near mirror-like, 
the number of pixels from which significant amounts of energy are received is on the order of the 
number of pixels on the hemi-cube. To completely shoot energy from a general surface O(Npixel2) 
operations are needed, rather than the O(Npixel) required for Lambertian or near mirror-like 
surfaces. 
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Equation (9) for a general surface is inefficient because it doesn't take advantage of the low 
resolution needed to model the reflected energy distribution relative to the hemi-cube resolution 
needed to model the incident radiation. As shown in Fig. 5, the incident distribution has high 
radiance gradients, while the reflected distribution has smooth gradients . We will take advantage of 
the averaging effect of non-mirrorlike surfaces to reduce the number of calculations indicated by 
Eq. (9). We will do this by introducing the reflectance hemisp~ere and hemi-cube pixel groups. 
\_ SurfaceM 
Figure 5a - Two dimensional view of hemi-cube showing how the incident distribution 
of energy. striking sUrface M has sharp edges. 
\_ 
Surface M 
Figure 5b - Two dimensional view of the possible reflected distribution of energy leaving 
surface M. Note the relatively smooth shape of the distribution. 
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5.1 Reflectance Hemispheres 
A reflectance hemisphere consists of a unit hemisphere divided into small elements, as shown in 
Fig. 6 . For a particular material, wavelength band and angle of incidence, each node on the 
reflectance hemisphere is assigned a reflectance value whose magnirude depends on the location of 
the node on the hemisphere surface. For general reflectors, the number of hemisphere nodes 
required is very small compared to the number of hemi-cube pixels. The bidirectional reflectance is 




Reflectance Values are 
Assigned to Each Vertex 
p(22) 
p(23) 
Figure 6 - Each reflectance hemisphere stores reflectances at each node for a particular 
angle of incidence. 
Several different reflectance hemispheres are needed to store the reflectance characteristics of a 
material-- one hemisphere for each incidence angle and wavelength band considered. These .. .. 
reflectance hemispheres are generated from the bidirectional reflectance functions. During program 
execution when light is incident at an arbitrary angle from the normal, a new reflectance hemisphere 
is generated by interpolating between the values of the reflectance at the nodes of the two known 
reflectance hemispheres. 
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5.2 Hemi-cube Pixel Groups 
Solving the hidden surface problem for calculating the magnirude of incident energy requires a 
relatively high hemi-cube pixel resolution even for Lambertian surfaces. For a Lambertian surface, 
however, the directional distribution of incident energy doesn't need to be estimated. For a general 
surface, the directional distribution needs to be estimated, but not at the high discretization level 
used for the hidden surface problem. We propose a cruder estimation of the incident energy by 
defming hem.i-cube pixel groups, as shown in Fig. 7 . Consider a hemi-cube over a surface k. The 
energy incident per unit time and area of surface k for a pixel group g is 
H K,g = I Ii,q AF q3t (15) 
where the sum is over all hemi-cube pixels q in group g, and the incident radiance is the unshot 







Figure 7 - Sketch showing hemi-cube pixel groups and the angles associated with them. 
Each group shown above contains 16 pixels. (Note: for clarity, only the pixel groups on 
the top hemi-cube face are shown.) 
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5.3 Calculating Delta Radiosities 
The values from the reflectance hemispheres and tlfe incident energy from hemi-cube pixel groups 
can be used to estimate the radiance to be shot out through each pixel. The reflected radiance at 
reflectance hemisphere node n is 
(16) 
where Pbd(g,n) is evaluated by intelllolating between known hemisphere values to get values for an 
incident direction which passes through the center of hemi-cube pixel group g. Since the number of 
hemisphere nodes is relatively small compared to the number of hemi-cube pixels, this is a 
relatively short calculation. Given the value of In at each reflectance hemisphere node n, the value 
of Ip to be shot through each hemi-cube pixel p can be found by. interpolation. Interpolated values 
can be estimated quickly by assigning the value In (divided by an appropriate scaling factor) to 
each vertex on the reflectance hemisphere as a color, the same way that surface id is used as a color 
when using a hardware z-buffer to calculate form factors. The surfaces of the hemisphere are 
projected onto the hemi-cube using Gouraud shading. The value of In can be read out of the color 
buffer after the projection. There is some error associated with using the Gouraud shading, but a 
good estimate can be obtained quickly using this method. A different set of lp needs to be 
calculated for each wavelength band. 
The increment in the radiosity of a surface P receiving energy from surface. K through pixel p is: 
(17) 
Using the reflectance hemisphere- and hemicube pixel groups, the O(N pixel2) operations to shoot 
out energy from a general surface is reduced to OCNpixei) operations to calculate the hemi-cube 
pixel group contributions, OCNreflectance-node2) operations to compute the reflectance hemisphere 
radiances, plus O(N pixeU operations to compute the interpolated radiances. 
Figures 8a-c are three images generated witht he improved radiosity method. They show the effect 
of reflectance of a test surface on the other surfaces in a scene. The top of the table is the test 
surface, and it has been assigned Lambertian, mirror-like, and general reflectance functions in 
Figs. 8a, b, and c respectively. (Data for the reflectance of typewriting paper from Siegel and 
Howell, 1981 was used for the general surface.) Red and blue spotlights are aimed at the surface, 
and all of the surfaces are gray. In all three images the scene is rendered with the radiosity solution 
only (before the second view dependent pass). In Fig. 8a, the effect of the Lambertian reflectance is 
to· illuminate all surfaces with a purple light In Fig. 8b, there are clear red and blue spots resulting 
from the mirror-like reflection. In Fig. 8c, there are slight concentrations of red and blue resulting 
from the directional reflectance of the surface. 
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Figure Sa - Diffuse reflection from test surface. 
Figure 8b - Specular reflection from test surface. 
I 
Figure 8c- Bidirectional reflection from test surface. 
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6. Summary 
We have examined two issues arising with an explicit radiosity method for non-Lambertian 
surfaces --meshing non-Lambertian surfaces, and efficiently calculating the effects of non-
Lambertian, non-mirrorlike surfaces. To address the meshing issue we applied two general 
principles - that meshing of non-Lambertian surfaces should depend on their effect on other 
surfaces, and that the effect on a surface should be measured relative to the global illumination of 
the scene. To address the issue of reflection from non-Lambertian surfaces, we took advantage of 
the fact that different discretizations of the hemisphere of directions above the surface can be used 
for calculating incident energy and for calculating reflected radiance. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new progressive global illumination method is presented which 
produces approximate images quickly, and then continues to 
systematically produce more accurate images. The method 
combines the existing methods of progressive refinement 
radiosity, Monte Carlo path tracing and light ray tracing. The 
method does not place any limitation on surface properties such as 
ideal Lambertian or mirror-like. To increase efficiency and 
accuracy, the new concepts of light source reclassification, 
caustics reconstruction, Monte Carlo path tracing with a radiosity 
preprocess and an interruptible radiosity solution are introduced. 
The method presents the user with most useful information about 
the scene as early as possible by reorganizing the method into a 
radiosity pass, a high frequency refinement pass and a low 
frequency refinement pass. The implementation of the method is 
demonstrated, and sample images ar~resented. 
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.3 [Computer 
Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation- Display Algorithms. 1.3.7 
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism 
General Terms: Algorithms 
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Radiosity, Ray Tracing, 
Monte Carlo, Caustics, Global Illumination, Progressive Refine-
ment. 
INTRODUCTION 
Generating · realistic images of complex scenes is still far from a 
real time process. To handle this problem, Bergman et. al. [ 11 in-
troduced the concept of "adaptive refinement" for generating high 
quality images. An adaptive refinement method has two 
fundamental properties: the image continues to improve 
indefinitely with time, and the most useful information is 
produced earliest in the rendering process. In this paper we 
present a global illumination method for generating physically 
accurate images which follows the adaptive refinement paradigm. 
In Bergman's adaptive refinement method, o.nly simple shading 
models are presented. The global illumination effects, such as 
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shadowing and inter-reflection between surfaces, are ignored. In 
addition, the refinement process leaps from one shading model to 
another. The transition between refinement steps is not smooth. 
Cohen et. al. [21 subsequently extended the concept to develop a 
"progressive refinement" radiosity method that allows the user to 
view the images as the radiosity solution evolves. The new 
method. uses a more sophisticated global illumination model and 
generates images that progress smoothly and gracefully to the 
final image. The idea of progressive refinement is readily applied 
to ray tracing methods as well. Painter, Sloan [3] and Ward [4] 
have presented ray tracing methods that evolve by casting 
increasing numbers of rays to increasing numbers of pixels. 
Both pure radiosity and pure ray tracing solutions to the global 
illumination problem have disadvantages. Radiosity methods 
require careful, detailed meshing to correctly capture shadows, 
which may have very high spatial frequency [5], [6J. Radiosity 
methods also require an excessive computation time and storage 
to directly solve for non-diffuse reflections [7]. While radiosity 
methods have been developed with the capability of capturing 
caustic effects (e.g., [SJ), meshing methods to guarantee the 
capture of these effects do not exist. Ray tracing methods can be 
formulated to produce physically accurate solutions (i.e., [9], l I OJ). 
However, such methods require huge numbers of rays to be cast 
per pixel to avoid perceptible noise in the image. While caustic 
effects can be captured with eye ray tracing, using "backward ray 
tracing" (i.e., light ray tracing) and "caustic maps" ([Ill, [121) is 
generally more effective. 
Because of the relative advantages and disadvantages of radiosity 
and ray tracing, many hybrid or "multi-pass" methods have been 
developed. The first such multi-pass method was the radiosity 
method developed by Nishita and Nakamae [13], in which 
different techniques were used for direct and indirect illumination. 
Wallace et. al. [14] and Sillion and Peuch [151 developed hybrid 
methods in which an extended radiosity method was followed by 
a ray tracing pass to solve for view dependent directional 
reflections. Shirley [16] developed the most extensive multi-pass 
method to date. In Shirley's method, radiosity is used for indirect 
illumination, Monte Carlo ray tracing is used for direct 
illumination, and light ray tracing is used for caustics . . . 
While multi-pass methods such as Shirley's can produce excellent 
and physically accurate images, they may still produce noticeable 
artifacts. The surface discretization from the radiosity pass is still 
used in the final image. If the environment has strong indirect 
illumination, the quality of the final image will be strongly 
dependent on the meshing of the visible surfaces. Diffuse surfaces 
are still assumed to be ideal Lambertian in the final image. There 
is no mechanism for rendering surfaces which are neither strongly 
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directional nor ideal Lambertian. 
Another drawback of all the previous multi-pass methods is that 
they do not provide intermediate feedback to the user. Since 
global illumination rendering is generally a very lengthy process, 
intermediate feedback is very important in detecting mistakes 
early on . In the case of Shirley's method, the user must wait for 
many higher order diffuse interreflections ·which produce little 
new information about the scene in the progressive radiosity · 
phase before sharp shadows, textures and surface bumps can be 
obtained in the Monte Carlo ray tracing phase. The ray tracing 
phase then progresses in the order of pixels. No complete image is 
available for fast feedback until every pixel is finished. . 
We present an extended, reorganized version of the multi-pass 
concept which is designed to overcome these disadvantages. The 
method consists of a series of passes which continuously provide 
user feedback. The rendering process begins with a progressive 
refinement radiosity pass with extended fonn factors computed by 
ray tracing for non-diffuse surfaces. This pass provides a good 
approximation to the overall illumination. A high frequency 
refinement pass follows to perform a Monte Carlo path tracing 
from the eye and the lights to create shadows and caustics. Unlike 
earlier methods, the path tracing is only directed at surfaces that 
are considered "bright" enough to create high frequency details. A 
caustics reconstruction technique is inlroduced to compute a 
caustic map for each surface. A low frequency refinement pass 
continues to refine the image using Monte Carlo path tracing for 
accurate low frequency illumination effects such as color 
bleeding. The low frequency refinement makes use of the results 
from the radiosity pass for high order reflections. Therefore, it 
should be faster than pure path tracing. Since the pass is per-
formed pixel by pixel, the radiosity meshing artifacts are invisible 
in the final image. 
In the new method, the user does not need to wait for the frrst pass 
to finish before the next pass begins. The radiosity pass can be 
interrupted to compute the high frequency details. All the three 
passes potentially can be run in parallel. 
We begin with a description of the multi-pass method in the next 
section. We then describe how the method is organized into a 
progressive refinement solution, followed by a description of im-
plementation and results. Conclusions and future directions are 
presented at the end. 
EXTENDED MULTI-PASS METHOD 
A solution for global illumination must account for all of the ener-
gy which can pass from sources of light to the eye. In the follow-
ing sections, we present two ways of examining how our method 
solves the global illumination problem. Firstly, we examine how 
all possible light paths between the sources and the eye are ac-
counted for. Secondly, we examine how all the terms in the ren-
dering equations 191 are accounted for. We then present a detailed 
discussion of two new features of our method-light source reclas-
sification and caustics reconstructions. Finally, we contrast the 
new extended method with existing multi-pass methods. 
Accounting for All Light Paths 
We use three techniques to find all the significant light paths: 
1. Progressive Refinement Radiosity (PRR), with ray tracing for 
exrended fonn factors. 
2. Light Ray Tracing (LRT), which traces rays from light sources 
for caustic map generarion. 
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3. Monte Carlo Path Tracing (MCPT), with distributed ray tracing 
[171 being a subset of MCPT. 
We divide all possible light paths into four classes. Let s be a 
reflection or transmission off of a "specular-like" surface (i.e. 
highly directional but not necessarily a perfect mirror), and d be a 
reflection or transmission off of a "diffuse-like" surface (i.e. 
weakly direction but not necessarily Lambertian). Using sand d to 
denote reflection/transmission events, the four path classes are 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Four classes of light paths are shown both pictorially 
and with Heckbert' s style ofnotations[l8). The paths are fol-
lowed with three techniques-PRR,LRT and MCPT. Arrows in-
dicate the direction in which the path is followed. 
Direct illumination paths refer to paths from sources to the eye via 
one d followed by zero or more s's. These paths are followed 
using MCPT. As soon as a ray traced from the eye hits ad, anoth-
er ray is cast at a light source. The direction of this second ray is 
chosen using a probability density function (pdf) based on the area 
distribution of energy/time on the light sources. An example of 
these paths is the shadowing effects created by light sources. 
Caustic paths contain one or more s's, a single d, and zero or 
more s's before the eye. These paths are followed using LRT and 
the results are deposited on the caustic maps attached to diffuse 
surfaces. The caustic maps are created from the intersections of 
the caustic paths with the diffuse surfaces using a reconstruction 
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Highlight paths consist of zero or more s's and are traced by 
MCPT. Highlight paths account for the direct rendering of light 
sources, the rendering of light sources through specular-like 
transmitters, and the production of specular-like highlights in 
opaque surfaces. 
Radiosity paths contain at least two d's. Radiosity paths are 
followed using a combination of PRR and MCPT. Paths from the 
eye up to the second d are followed using MCPT. Paths which 
continue on through any number of s and d until reaching the 
source are followed using PRR. Radiosity paths produce the 
classic radiosity effects such as color bleeding. 
These four paths encompass paths with any combination of sand 
d between the source and the eye. This can be shown with the 
number of d's contained in the paths. Any path that has at least 
two d's is a radiosity path. Paths with one dis either a caustic path 
or a direct illumination path. Paths contain zero d belong to the 
highlight path. 
Solving the Rendering Equation 
In this section we describe how the strategies outlined above 
produce a solution to the rendering equation. The quantity of light 
which we compute at each step in the solution is the radiance, I, 
the light energy per unit time, projected area and solid angle (also 
called the intensity). The reflectance of each surface is given by 
its bidirectional reflectance, Pbd(ei,<l>i;er,<l>r)f which is the 
radiance reflected in a direction r as the result of incident energy 
per unit time area and solid angle from a direction i. 
As outline in the previous section, our method combines PRR, 
LRT and MCPT. MCPT involves using Monte Carlo methods to 
estimate integrals of various forms. The methods for estimating 
integrals are well established. To simplify the discussion in this 
section, many of the details of the Monte Carlo estimates will be 
omitted. These details can be found elsewhere, such as in [19]. 
For a particular view, an image is formed by finding an approxi-
mate solution to the following rendering equation for each pixel: 
!pixel= J · 1 lo(p,Sr <l>r)f(xs,Ys)dxsdYs p1Xe _area 1 (eq. 1) 
where !pixel is the pixel radiance, l 0 (p,8r1<1>r) is the radiance 
leaving a point "p" in the scene visible through screen location 
(xs,ys) in direction ( er I <l>r) to the eye, and f(xs,Ys) is a filtering 
function for anti-aliasing. Io is a function of wavelength, and RGB 
values must be determined for lpixel· To simplify discussion, we 
omit explicit wavelength dependencies and the transformations 
which convert a discrete wavelength sampling Io to RGB values 
for !pixel· 
Pixel radiance is computed by averaging the results of many trial 
estimates of !pixel· Each trial begins by tracing a ray from the eye 
through the pixel using a pdf based on f(xs,ys). 10 (p ,er I <l>r> must 
be found for the surface which the ray hits. The radiance leaving a 
surface as the sum of the emitted and reflected radiance: 
emitted reflected (eq. 2) 
In general, there is a transmitted radiance as well. However, since 
it is treated exactly analogously to the reflected component, we 
will omit transmission for now . 
le(p,erl <l>r) must be specified, and Ir(p,er, <l>r) is given by: 
Ir(p, erl <l>r) = Ir~Pbd(ei,<l>i;er,<l>rHi(ej,<l>j)Cosei droi (eq. 4) 
where li(ei,<l>i) is the radiance incident from a direction i, e. is 
the angle between the surface normal and the direction i, dro· 'is a 
differential , solid angle, and the integral is over the incident 
hemisphere. 
Formally, we can rewrite Pbd(ei,<l>i;er,<l>r) in terms of a diffuse-
like component p1(ei,<l>i;er,<l>r.), which has a weak dependence 
on direction, and a specular-like component Ph(ei,<l>i;er,<l>r), 
which has a strong dependence on direction: 
(eq. 5) 
We use PI and Ph rather than Pd and Ps to avoid confusion with 
idealized Lambertian (pbd = pci/rd and mirror-like 
(p.bd = p5Jcos8dro) reflectances. Lambertian and mirror-like 
reftectances may be included in p1 and Ph , but this 
decomposition does not require assuming these idealized 
reflectances. 
We can express Ir(p,9r1<1>r) as the sum of lh(p,9r1<1>r) and 
l1(p,8r1 <l>r), where: 
lh(p,erl <l>r> = fr~ph(ei,<l>i;ep<l>rHi(ei,<l>ikosei droi 
II(p,erl <l>r> = fr~PI(ei,<l>i;er,<l>r)li(ei,<l>ikosei droi 
(eq. 6) 
(eq. 7) 
Ih is the radiance reflected from the specular-like component and 
11 is the radiance reflected from the diffuse-like component. Ih is 
evaluated by MCPT. A direction is chosen using a pdf based on 
the reflectance, and the surface visible in that direction is found by 
ray casting. This process is performed recursively until a light 
source or a diffuse-like surface is encountered. The integral for I h 
is then approximated using I 1 of the last surface. 
11 is evaluated by decomposing it into four parts: 
(eq. 8) 
where 1115 is light directly from light sources, l1,c is light from 
light sources via a series of specular-like reflections, I11 h is light 
from non-light sources via a a series of specular-like reflections, 
and I 111 is light from other diffuse-like surfaces. These four parts 
are expressed in the following equation: 
where~= s,c,h,l 
All of the values on the right hand side for 1115 are known. The 
integral for I 115 is reexpressed as a sum of area integrals over each 
source g: 
l11s = I,JA PI(8i,<l>i;er,<l>rHg(9g,<l>gkos8icos8g VdAg I r
2 
g g (eq. 10) 
where Ag is the area of light source g, 8g is the a~gle betwe~n 
the normal to surface dA and the direction to p (I.e. the pomt 
where radiance is being e~aluated) and r is the distance from 
dAg to p. The integral over a source is estim~ted by .cas tin~ a ra.y 
at a random point on the source. The term V IS one 1f the hght 1s 
visible in the direction, and is zero otherwise. The integral is then 
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approximated using the value of the integrand in that direction. 
I 1 is found by LRT and is stored in a caustic map. When a ray 
fro~ the eye hits a diffuse-like surface, the value of I1,c is com-
puted from the map and then added to the radiance for that ray. 
I1 h is evaluated recursively just as Ih is, with the exception that 
paths leading to the light source via a series of specular-like re-
flections are excluded to prevent double counting the caustic 
paths. 
I11 is evaluated as an integral in which the whole right hand side 
is' known, by using the values of 11 calculated from the PRR 
solution to approximate the values of 11,1. A ray is cast into a 
random direction in the incident hemisphere to determine the. 
direction for evaluating the integrand. To avoid double counting 
the direct illumination paths, surfaces which are treated as light 
sources are not included in this integral. 
The techniques described above are used to calculate trial values 
for each pixel. Let Pl,ave and Ph,ave be average reflectances. In 
an individual trial Ir is estimated using Russian Roulette [20) by 
rewriting Ir in the equivalent form: 
Ir = Pl,aveOl I Pl,ave> + Ph,ave(Ih I Ph,ave>+(1-pl,ave- Ph,ave)O 
(eq. 11) 
Based on a choice of a uniformly distributed random number, Ir 
is estimated as either Itf Pl,ave• I hi Ph,ave or zero. Ih is 
estimated by recursion. I1 is estimated by fmding a trial value of 
Il,s. adding Il,c and using Russian Roulette again to either 
estimate Iu or Il,h· The number of trials required depends on the 
value of the sample standard deviation of the estimated !pixel 
compared to a user selected level of accuracy (i.e., [21], [221). 
Light Source Reclassification 
Like many other global illumination methods, much more work is 
done in our method to estimate the radiances from light sources 
than from other surfaces. This is justified by the substantially 
greater radiosity of lights. Usually all self-emitting surfaces are 
defined as sources. In many environments, however, some non-
emitting surfaces reflect enough energy to warrant treatment as 
light sources. Conversely. some self-emitters are very dim, and 
special treatment of these is not necessary. Goral et. al. [231 have 
treated surfaces directly illuminated by point lights as emitters. 
However, their motivation is to handle point lights rather than to 
capture strong indirect illumination. 
Light source classification is performed after the PRR pass. A sur-
face is classified as a light source if its radiosity, computed in the 
PRR pass, is considered large enough. Some self-emitters may not 
be considered as light sources and will be treated like the other re-
flecting surfaces. 
Caustics Reconstruction 
The caustic maps are constructed in the following steps: 
First, the caustic map resolutions are determined for each surface 
either from a panicular view or from the area of the surface if 
view independent solutions are desired. To compute view depen-
dent resolutions, the scene is ray traced from the eye. The smallest 
ray-surface intersection kernel required for each surface by this 
pass determines the resolution of the caustic map required for that 
surface. This approach creates uniform maps instead of hierarchi-
16~ 
cal ones like [181. This is convenient when using MIP maps 12~1 or 
summed area tables [2SJ for caustic map anti-aliasing in the final 
pass. The algorithm will be conservative in that it will create more 
detailed caustic maps than·required for objects which occupy both 
the foreground and the background. However, it will always 
provide adequate resolution for the near-by parts of a surface. 
Second, for each light in tum, rays are fired off towards the 
specular surfaces. This may be achieved either by Monte Carlo 
sampling over a hemisphere, or by using one or more hemi-cubes 
(51 for item-buffer preprocessing [26]. Each ray is generated such 
that it carries the same amount of energy. The rays are reflected or 
refracted when they hit specular-like surfaces and stop when they 
encounter diffuse-like surfaces. All the decisions of treating a 
surface as specular-like or diffuse-like are made using Russian 
Roulette discussed previously. The result of this pass is that each 
diffuse-like surface has a list of ray-surface intersections for 
caustic rays. 
Third, for each surface, the list of intersections is used to 
reconstruct a smooth caustic map. In the method proposed by 
Arvo [11), each ray deposits energy over four pixels with a bilinear 
ramp of the intensity. This is equivalent to depositing a square 
convolution kernel one pixel wide into the caustic map. The 
energy of a ray will be deposited into a rectangle which is du wide 
and dv high in the parameter space where du is I I nu and dv is 1 I 
nv, and nu and nv are the resolutions of the caustic map in the u 
and v directions respectively. Since the caustic map is scaled by 
the tangent vector magnitudes when it is transformed to the world 
space during rendering, it is necessary to scale the intensity of the 
kernel in the caustic map (b) so that it will correspond to the ray 
energy (E) in the world space. For the sake of simplicity we 
assume that the tangent vectors are constant over the extent of the 
kernel. 
A kernel with intensity b in the parameter space will correspond 
to an energy E in the world space according to the following equa-
tion. 
(eq. 12) 
where pu is the u-tangent vector for the surface at the ray-surface 
intersection and pv is the v- tangent vector. 
Equation (eq. 12) is used to find b, which is deposited onto the 
final reconstructed caustic map. 
For regions of the caustic map in which there are less than about 
four overlapping kernels per caustic map pixel, the resultant 
image will be very noisy (i.e., some pixels may not be hit by any 
ray at all). One method to diminish the noise is to use a larger 
convolution kernel for light deposition. This is called the fixed 
kernel method for the reconstruction of pdfs [27). It has the 
disadvantage that it is hard to set the kernel size in a way which 
filters out the noise in sparse regions of the map and keeps high 
frequency detail in dense regions. Because of this limitation, 
adaptive kernel size methods should be used in which the size of 
the deposition kernel depends on the local density. This becomes 
a chicken and egg problem, in that the kernel size depends on the 
density, which in tum is the very thing we are trying to compute. 
In this paper, a "nearest neighbors" method is used [27J. This 
involves expanding each convolution kernel until it covers n 
neighbors. A preprocessing step, for the sake of computational 
efficiency, is used to produce an "accumulation" image, at the 
reconstruction resolution, in which one pixel wide convolution 
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kernels are deposited for each ray (i.e., these kernels all have the 
amplitude of one). Then, around each ray-intersection, a 
rectangular region is expanded until it covers n neighbors, with n 
being computed by integrating the image over the rectangle. The 
ratio of the width to height of the rectangular region is set to the 
ratio of the corresponding tangent vector magnitudes. This means 
that the rectangle in the parameter space maps to an 
approximately square region in the world space. The dimensions 
of the rectangular region are then used to scale an elliptical-
conical kernel which is deposited onto the final caustic map. The 
kernel amplitude is first set to nonnalize the filter and then 
multiplied by the intensity computed using eq. 12 to take into 
account the effects of the tangent vector magnitudes. This 
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
ray-surface intersection reconstruction kernel 
I rectangular region pixel /~ J 0 "' 
.I • II .4 - • • , ~ r--~ 'f ' - t-t-t-Il' Ia ,., -,. 1- 411' • t--t--.~ ~ • 
Accumulation image Reconstructed map 
Fig. 2. Caustic map reconstruction 
The integral of the accumulation image over the rectangular 
region may either be evaluated by direct summation or it could be 
computed using a summed-area table [25]. This would allow a 
binary search to be made on the rectangle size and would speed up 
the reconstruction process when ray intersections are very sparse. 
However, the subsequent large convolution kernels would still 
need to be deposited into the reconstructed map. When there are 
half the number of ray-surface intersections, the convolution 
kernels have twice the area. The computation time for the 
reconstruction depends linearly on the number of caustic map 
pixels, and is relatively insensitive to the number of ray-surface 
intersections. 
Finally, the results are read out from the caustic maps during the 
Monte Carlo path tracing step as described previously. 
Comparison to Previous Formulations 
Previous global illumination methods can be described in the 
terms used in "Solving the Rendering Equation." In Wallace's 
method[I4J, Iris decomposed into II and lh, and PI is Lambertian. 
II is given by the radiosity solution and lh by distributed ray 
tracing. In Shirley's method[I6], II is decomposed into IJ,s , lJ,c 
and II,l+h· ll,s is evaluated as in our method (except that only self-
emitters are sources). IJ,c is calculated by interpolating a caustic 
map, rather than by reconstruction. ll,I+h is taken directly from 
the radiosity solution. Our reclassification of light sources allows 
improved shadows and caustics cast by indirect sources. The 
reconstruction produces a better representation of caustics. 
Finding II,l+h by Monte Carlo integration, rather than using the 
PRR solution directly has two advantages. First, in the final 
rendering, the true bidirectional reflectance can be used. Second, 
the surface discretization used in the radiosity solution never 
appears in the final image, reducing the work required in meshing. 
Kajiya's pure MCPT approach is accurate but inefficient Several 
researchers( e.g.[ 181) have discussed the advantages of using LRT 
for caustics. Our major improvements are the caustic reconstruc-
tion and the use of PRR for higher order interreflections. Using 
the PRR solution has two advantages. The length of each 
individual trial is reduced, since paths end at diffuse-like surfaces. 
Also, the variance in the trials is reduced, reducing the number 
of trials for a particular level of accuracy. This variance reduction 
results from the value of li,l being known, rather than being a high 
variance quantity which itself must be evaluated by recursion. 
Ward [IOJ used a similar strategy to reduce path length and 
variance by using "cached" radiance values for higher order 
interreflections. 
PROGRESSIVE REFINEMENT 
The method described in the previous section is not organized to 
present the user with the most important information at the earliest 
time possible. In this section we present a reorganization of the 
extended multi-pass method into a true progressive refinement 
method. The key ideas in this reorganization are an interruptible 
PRR, a high frequency refinement and a low frequency refine-
ment pass. 
First of all, the information to be presented must be prioritized. 
We have chosen the following ordering: 
Overall global illumination of the environment: 
• Approximate direct illumination 
• Approximate diffuse-like interreflections 
• Approximate specular-like reflections 
• Approximate caustics 
High spatial frequency variations in illumination: 
• Sharp shadows 
• Textures and surface bumps 
• Specular-like reflections 
• Caustics 
Low spatial frequency variations in illumination: 
• Accurate diffuse-like reflections 
The user is presented with the overall global illumination using 
the first steps in a PRR solution. High spatial frequency variations 
are then presented by computing direct illumination, caustic and 
highlight paths. The low spatial frequency variations are 
calculated by computing the radiosity path. 
Interruptible PRR 
The first several iterations of a PRR solution provide a large 
quantity of useful information per unit time. However, as the 
method goes on, the rate at which images improve decreases 
dramatically. Each additional "shot" produces little visible effect 
on the solution. However, the solution must run for many more 
iterations to produce an accurate, converged solution. In our 
method an interrupted PRR solution is used to produce more 
detailed images, with the results of the completed PRR solution 
added in later. 
An interrupted PRR solution can be used because of the linea?ty 
of the rendering equation. Let lint be the interrupted PRR solution 
and lfinal be the final PRR solution. Roughly, the process can be 
thought of as using the values of lint as the radiosity values for 
the extended multi-pass method in one image, and the values of 
(lfinal- lint) in a second image, and then summing the results. 
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High Frequency Refinement 
After the the PRR solution has been interrupted by the user, and a 
view chosen, high frequency refmemenc begins. Initially all 
surfaces are displayed with the values lint . To approximate spec· 
ular reflections quickly, a pass is made in which specular·like sur· 
faces are ray traced from the eye (with the initial assuQ1ption that 
they are mirror·like). In this pass the interrupted PRR solution can 
also be modified using texture maps. 
Next, the direct illumination, highlights and caustics resulting 
from each light source are calculated. To make the transition in . 
the solution smooth. these effects are added into the image source 
by source. Three types of radiance values are calculated for each 
pixel - lapprox. ltrue and ldisp. lapprox is the value for the pixel 
found from PRR. ltrue is the value which has been accurately 
calculated for the pixel by MCPT. ldisp is the value displayed, 
and is the sum of lapprox and ltrue. In the pass for each source 
g, the portion of Iapprox for each diffuse·like surface due to 
direct illumination and caustics from g is subtracted out, and value 
of ltrue is increased by using the caustic map for g and by 
following direct illumination paths from g. In estimating direct 
illumination, the bump maps and texture maps for that surface can 
be used. For each specular-like surface, the values of lapprox 
and I true are replaced using the values of lapprox and ltrue for 
the diffuse·like surfaces visible through the surface. The true 
value of Ph is used for the surface to find the visible diffuse·like 
surface (i.e., Note that the diffuse·like surface may be visible 
through a chain of specular-like reflections.) Treating specular-
like surfaces in this way insures that diffuse-like surfaces will be 
treated in the same way when seen through a specular·Iike surface 
as when seen directly. 
Let Ie be the emission, lprr be the radiosity result maintained for 
each surface, and let the initial value of lprr be lint· The 
following is simplified pseudo-code for adding in the effect of 
each source g: 
HighFrequencyPass(g) { 
Shoot out "negative" light from g to remove the effects of 
direct illumination and caustics of g from all lprr's; 
Build caustic maps by shooting out caustic rays from g; 




converged = false; 
trial= 0; 
sum_approx = 0; 
sum_true = 0; 
While not converged { 
trial++; 
shoot ray at p using f(p) as weighting function to find 
surface_hit; 
GetRadiance(g, surface_hit, trial_lapprox, trial_Itrue); 
sum_approx += trial_lapprox; 
sum_true += trial_ltrue; 
new _Iapprox = sum_approx/trial; 
. new _I true = sum_true/trial; 
trial_ldisp = ltrue(p) + new_lapprox + new_ltrue; 
If ((standard_deviation( new_ltrue)/trial_ldisp) 
< accuracy) { 
converged = true; 
Itrue(p) += new_Itrue; 
ldisp(p) = trial_Idisp; 
GetRadiance(g, surface_hit;trial_lapprox, trial_Itrue) { 
If II chosen by Russian Roulette { 
trial_lapprox = lprr(surface_hit) ; 
trial_ltrue = estimate of II,s t obtained by shooting at 
source g; 
trial_Itrue += estimate of II,c t from caustic map of 
surface_hit; 
} Else If lh chosen { 
} 
} 
Shoot ray in direction given by pdf based on Ph; 
GetRadiance(next_surface_hit , trial_l'approx, 
trial_I'true ); 
trial_Itrue = trial_ I' true t; 
trial_lapprox = trial_I'approxt; 
For ease of explanation several details have been omitted from the 
pseudo-code. For example, more variables need to be saved to 
check the convergence of the value of radiance for each pixel. The 
convergence check does not need to be made after each trial, but 
after a group of trials. The number of trials in a group is deter-
mined on the fly, based on the initial estimates of the variance of 
the trials. The accuracy used in the convergence check must be 
smaller than the overall accuracy required for each pixel, because 
the errors from several passes will be summed. However, the 
effect of the higher accuracy requirement is mitigated by 
considering the sample standard deviation as a fraction of the 
total radiance for the pixel, not as the fraction of the current value 
of Itrue being estimated. 
The quantities marked with a t need to be weighted to account for 
the Russian Roulette selection and multiplied by the surface 
reflectance. As noted by Arvo and Kirk, trees of rays, rather than 
strict paths may result in lower variances. Null results for rays 
directly to the eye increase the variance, so null selection in Rus-
sian Roulette is only used for higher order interreflections. 
At the end of the high frequency refinement, the radiance of all 
direct illumination, caustic, and highlight paths have been 
accurately estimated. The user can either resume the interrupted 
PRR solution or can move on to the low frequency refinement 
pass. 
Low Frequency Refinement 
In the final pass, more accurate values for lapprox are found by 
evaluating radiosity paths by MCPT with results from PRR. The 
value of lprr for all light sources is set to lfinal • lint, since the 
direct and caustic contributions of lint from these sources on other 
surfaces have already been calculated. The value of lprr for all 
other surfaces is set to lfinal since the effects of interreflections 
from these surfaces are now going to be estimated by incegration 
over the hemisphere. 
As in high frequency refinement, trials are made pixel by pixel 
until ltrue converges. Pseudo-code for calculating radiance in the 
low frequency refmement is given by: 
I* hit_d indicates if a diffuse surface has been hit along the 
path: Initially, hit_d is false*/ 
GetLRadiance(surface_hit, trial_ltrue, hit_d) { 
If li chosen by Russian Roulette { 
Ifhit_d is false [/*hit the first d */ 
Shoot ray out into hemisphere above surface_hit to find 
next_surface_hit; 
hit_d=true; 
GetLRadiance(next_surface_hit , trial_I'true, hit_d); 
• 
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nial_Itrue = trial_I'true t; 
} Else { I* hit the second d */ 
trial_Itrue = Iprr(surface_hit); 
} 
} Else If lh chosen { 
} 
} 
Shoot ray in direction given by a pdf based on Ph to find 
next_surface_hit; 
GetLRadiance(next_surface_hit, trial_l'true); 
trial_Itrue = trial_I'true t; 
When solving pixel by pixel, the change in image quality per unit 
time is extremely slow. By storing extra data per pixel for 
convergence checks, the refinement can proceed by doing passes 
of one trial (or some small set of trials) per unconverged pixel, 
and displaying the intermediate results. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The multi-pass method has been implemented on a rendering 
testbed developed at Apple. A test scene was constructed to 
demonstrate the ideas presented in the paper. The scene contains 
a diffuse area light and two spotlights illuminating a diffuse room 
with a planar mirror, a mirrored-surface sphere, a glass sphere, a 
diffuse box and stick sculptures. The scene is designed to test 
illumination effects such as sharp shadows, soft shadows, color 
bleeding, caustics, specular reflection and refraction. 
Fig. 3 shows a series of .images generated in the progressive 
refinement process. Fig. 3a was generated at the end of the 
radiosity pass. The scene was tessellated to 114 patches and 4358 
elements with patches and elements defmed as in [28]. The 
radiosity pass was implemented with the hemi-cube algorithm (29]. 
The extended form-factors due to the specular reflection and 
refraction were computed with ray tracing. This image provides a 
good overall approximation but · is lacking in high frequency 
details, such as sharp shadows and caustics. Since the radiosiry 
pass is view independent, the user can inspect the scene from 
various views before continuing the refinement. Fig. 3b was gen-
erated at the end of the high frequency refinement pass, where the 
direct illumination from the two spot lights and the overhead area 
light was replaced with a more accurate, view dependent Monte 
Carlo solution. Notice the improved shadows and caustics on the 
floor. In this particular example, the high frequency details are 
created mostly by the lights and the radiosiry pass provides a good 
approximation to the low frequency component. Therefore, this 
pass effectively renders the image close to its .final form as shown 
in Fig. 3c. In Fig. 3c, the low frequency component is replaced by 
the Monte Carlo solution. Artifacts, such as the extraneous dark 
blob next to the stick's shadow on the left wall, from the radiosiry 
meshing are therefore eliminated. 
The Monte Carlo path tracing sent from 16 to 256 paths per pixel 
per light, based on the variance of each pixel. The number of 
paths per pixel per light is 25 on average in the high frequency 
pass and 250 per pixel in the low frequency pass. The image 
resolution is 540 by 300. Item buffer preprocessing was used to· 
speed up the tracing of initial rays from the eye[26]. 
The timing data in Fig. 3 are based on computing the images on a 
Silicon Graphics' Iris 40 GTX. Since the actual computation time 
is machine and implementation dependent, the relative timing for 
each pass is a better indicator of the cost of the solution. 
Fig. 3(a) At the end of the radiosity pass (12 minutes) 
Fig. 3(b) At the end of the highfrequency pass (4.5 hours) 
Fig. 3(c) At the end of the low frequency pass (21 hours) 
Fig. 3. Images generated in the progressive refinement pro-
cess. Notice the caustics on the floor created by the spot light 
pointing at the mirror in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c. 
Fig. 4 shows the difference between the images in Fig. 3 with 
color coding. The main difference between Fig. 3a, the radiosiry 
image, and Fig. 3b, the high frequency refined image, is in the 
high frequency details. The difference between Fig. 3b and 
Fig. 3c _is not very significant in this example. 
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Fig. 4(a): Fig. 3b- Fig. 3a 
Fig. 4(b): Fig. 3c- Fig. 3b 
Fig. 4. Differences of images in Fig. 3. Color coding is used to 
sllow tlze difference. Grey means no difference. Red means the 
first image's intensity is above the second one and conversely 
for blue. 
The images in Fig. 3 are actually composed of partial images that 
show different illumination components. Fig. 3a is composed of 
Fig. 5a, the direct illumination from the light sources, and Fig. 5b, 
the interreflections between all the other surfaces. These two 
images were computed by recording the results of radiosity 
shootings from the light sources and non-light sources separately. 
Fig. 5a shows high frequency details that are not adequately 
represented with the coarse radiosity meshing. Fig. 5b is a better 
representation since the interretlection is very low frequency. 
However, some noticeable artifacts are still present. Fig. 5c is the 
direct illumination from the light sources computed by Monte 
Carlo path tracing. Fig. 5d shows the caustics computed by light 
ray tracing. Fig. 5b, Fig. 5c, Fig. 5d altogether compose the image 
in Fig. 3b, the results after the high frequency refinement. Fig. 5e 
shows the interreflections from non-light sources computed in the 
low frequency refinement pass. This image is more accurate than 
Fig. 5b but took significantly longer to compute. Fig. 5c, Fig. 5d 
and Fig. 5e altogether compose the image in Fig. 3c, the results 
after the low frequency refinement pass. 
Fig. 6 shows the caustic maps before the reconstruction. The 
reconstructed results are shown in Fig. 5d. In this example, each 
light source sent out up to 262144 rays randomly based on the 
light's distribution function. The resolutions used for the caustic 
maps range from 4 to 128 pixels per side. 
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Fig. 5(a) Direct illumination and caustics computed by PRR. 
Fig. 5(b) Interref/ections computed by PRR. 
Fig. 5(c) Direct illumination computed by MCPT. 
Fig . 5(d) Caustics computed by LRT. 
~ ¢ Computer Graphics, Volume 25, Number 4, July 1991 
Fig. 5(e) lnterreflections computed by MCPT. 
Fig: 5. Partial images which demonstrate differel1t illumina-
tion components. These images compose the images in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3a=Fig. 5a+Fig. 5b. Fig. 3b=Fig. 5b+Fig. 5c+Fig. 5d. 
Fig. 3c=Fig. 5c+Fig. 5d+Fig. 5e. 
Fig. 6. Caustic maps before reconstruction. The light spots on 
the surfaces show the caustic maps with bilinear interpolation 
of ray-swface intersections. The reconstructed results using a 
variable sized kernel is shown in Fig. 5d1• 
Fig. 7 shows the same test scene computed with our method by 
omitting the high frequency refinement pass. Therefore, no ray 
was sent specifically to the directions of bright emitters or 
reflectors. This image was computed with 256 paths per pixel. 
The high level of noise indicates that high frequency sources 
should be treated separately from the low frequency ones. 
Our method is also effective in creating shadows created by 
secondary light sources, such as a very bright diffuse reflectors. 
Fig. 8 shows a room in which the only lighting is from the spot 
light pointing at the diffuse wall. The rest of the room is lit by 
reflection from the wall, which acts as a secondary light source. 
The pole in the center casts a soft shadow on the floor because of 
this illumination. The shadow is well defined because in our 
method the bright wall surface is treated as a light source. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented a new multi-pass progressive refinement 
method for global illumination. The method combines high 
efficiency and accuracy with practicality. 
1. The gamma of Fig. Sd and Fig. 6 was increased for printing. 
Fig. 7. Noisy image created by skipping the high frequency re-
finement pass. 256 paths were shot per pixel in the low fre-
quency refinement pass. 
Fig. 8. Soft shadows created by indirect lighting. The shadow 
is well defined because the wall/it by the spot light is treated 
as a light source in the high frequency refinement pass. No low 
frequency refinemem pass was performed on this image. The 
image took 2 hours to compute. 
Efficiency and accuracy are obtained by using light source 
reclassification, caustics reconstruction and Monte Carlo 
integration with a radiosity preprocess. Light source 
reclassification allows the efficient approximation of the effect of 
strong indirect light sources. Caustics reconstruction provides a 
more accurate representation of caustic effects than simple inter-
polation. Monte Carlo integration with a radiosity preprocess 
eliminates radiosity discretization from the final image, while 
avoiding the high cost of pure path tracing. 
The method has been made practical by reorganizing the solution 
into an interruptible progressive radiosity solution followed by 
high and low frequency refinement passes. Unlike previous 
radiosity methods, the user does not have to wait for multiple high 
order interreflections before seeing important high spatial 
frequency features such as sharp shadows and caustics. Unlike 
previous ray tracing methods, intermediate images show 
individual object~ clearly, with a minimal level of noise. 
Further areas of research include acceleration of the the method, 
improvements for handling a wide range geometric detail, and 
developing strategies for parallel implementation. The high fre-
quency pass may be significantly accelerated with a preprocess to 
identify the number of objects each light can see. Different sam-
pling strategies can be used to reduce the variance in the Monte 
Carlo integration. Radiosity methods are slow when a sc~ne 
contains many small objects (e.g. plants with leaves, Venetian 
blinds, piles of rubber bands and paper clips). The trade-off 
between the illumination estimate provided by the initial radiosity 
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solution and the high spatial frequency variations caused by 
rendering large numbers of small objects needs to be examined. 
Parallel processing of the radiosity, high an? low _fre~ue~cy 
refmement passes is straightforward. The potential of d1stnbutmg 
the computation to a larger number of processors nee~ to be 
investigated. 
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Geometric Simplification for Indirect illumination Calculations 
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We present a new method for accelerating global illumination calculations in the generation of 
physically accurate images of geometrically complex environments .. In the new method, the 
environment geometry is simplified by eliminating small isolated surfaces, and replacing clusters of 
small swfaces with simple, optically equivalent, boxes. A radiosity solution is performed on the 
simplified geometry The radiosity solution is then used in a multi-pass method to estimate the 
radiances responsible for indirect illumination. We present a preliminary implementation of the new 
method, and some initial images and timing results. The initial results indicate that using simplified 
geometries for indirect illumination calculations produces images in times significantly less than 
previous path tracing and multi-pass methods without a reduction in image quality. 
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Realism 
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Geometric Simplification for Indirect illumination Calculations 
1. Introduction 
The outstanding problem in global illumination for computer graphics is the rendering of scenes 
containing very large numbers of geometric objects. While many useful global illumination 
methods have been proposecL the generation of physically accurate images of geometrically 
complex scenes still requires CPU hours on state of the art computer hardware. In this paper we 
present a method to accelerate global illumination calculations for complex. scenes by geometric 
simplification for indirect illumination (GSIT).This method is an extension of the progressive multi-
pass method (PMM) described in Chen et al., 1991. 
A fully correct solution for global illumination would require following all photons through a 
detailed geometric definition of the environment Clearly, such a detailed solution is unnecessary to 
generate a realistic image. One approach to simplifying the calculations is to use many levels of 
geometric description (Kajiya, 1985).These levels include local lighting models (i.e. reflectances 
and transmittances), mappings (texture and bump maps) and object definitions. For example, in 
modelling the night sky, the moon can be adequately modelled by a texture map rather than by 
actually modelling the interaction of photons with the surface micro-structure of the moon's 
mountains and craters. Such approximations are intuitively acceptable, even though no rules 
governing their use have ever been developed. 
Implicitly, many levels of object definition are used. In static images objects behind the viewer are 
modelled with relatively little geometric detail. On one hand this is viewed as "cheating," but is 
justifiable on the grounds that such details have very little impact on the overall scene illumination. 
In dynamic radiosity walk-throughs, generally only major objects are modelled for the sake of 
efficiency. Even without detail the user gets the overall impression of the illumination of the space. 
The goal of GSII is to begin to formalize the use of simplified and detailed geometries in 
rendering. Unlike the development of simplifications such as texture and bump mapping, a 
theoretical basis is developed for determining when GSII is appropriate. 
We begin by briefly reviewing previous work for reducing the calculations required for global 
illumination of geometrically complex environments. Next we describe GSIT and the theoretical 
basis for its application. Finally, an initial implementation of GSII is described, and preliminary 
timing results are presented. 
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2. Previous Work in Global illumination of Complex Environments 
A number of approaches for dealing with large numbers of geometric objects have been developed 
for the radiosity, ray tracing and hybrid approaches to global illumination. 
In radiosity methods there are two levels of complexity-- the number of geometric objects K, and 
the number of subsurfaces N into which the K objects must be subdivided to capture illumination 
detail. In the original radiosity method (Goral et al. 1984, Nishita and Nakamae, 1985) O(N2) 
interactions had to be calculated to compute a solution. Cohen et al. (1986) developed the patch-
element hierarchy to avoid the necessity of computing a large number of interactions between small 
subsmfaces, reducing the complexity of the calculation to O(KN). Hanrahan et al. (1991) built on 
the hierarchical subdivision concept to further reduce the calculation of surface interactions to a 
complexity of O(K2). While greatly reducing the complexity of radiosity calculations, hierarchical 
meshing of smfaces does not address the issue of how to deal with large numbers of objects (K) in 
the environment. 
Xu et al., 1990, developed a technique of dividing space into V volume subdivisions, with an 
average of NN subsurfaces in each volume. 0((NN)2) detailed interactions are computed within 
each volume. Less detailed interactions are computed between the subsurfaces and the other 
volumes. The complexity of the second set of calculations is difficult to assess since they depend 
on maintaining detailed directional geometric factors at volume boundaries which depend on the 
geometric complexity of the overall environment 
Ray tracing techniques for accurate global illumination, such as Kajiya's Monte Carlo path tracing 
(Kajiya, 1986), simplify the problem by only requiring an illumination calculation for objects 
within the field of.view. Furthenilore, the solutions· for· these objects only need to be calculated at 
screen resolution (e.g., individual radiances of a blades of grass need not be calculated if all of the 
blades project onto the same pixel.) For each of the P pixels, the illumination is found by following 
paths in D directions. Formally, the complexity of the calculation is just O(PD). Implicitly 
however, the number of objects K influences the calculations by influencing the number of 
directions D required for an accurate solution. More accurately the complexity then is O(PD(K) ). 
For both the radiosity and ray tracing approaches, the number of calculations is compounded by 
the average reflectance of the environment Pave· In a progressive refmement radiosity solution 
(Cohen et al. 1988), the number of "shots" required increases with 1/(1-Pave), resulting in an 
0( (K2/( 1-Pave)) complexity. In a path tracing approach, the length of paths increase with 
1/(1-Pave), resulting in a overall complexity ofO(PD(K)/(1-Pave)). 
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The goal of hybrid methods, such as the PMM, is to combine the advantages of the radiosity and 
ray tracing approaches. In a preliminary pass, a radiosity solution is performed on a coarse mesh to 
allow the user to quickly generate many different views. The coarse mesh gives a low constant for 
the Q(K2) radiosity calculation. Since many views are used, the numbt?r of pixels P is very high 
and the constant for simply projecting the surfaces with precomputed radiosities is orders of 
magnitude smaller than the cost per pixel for a full path tracing solution. Detailed images of 
selected views are calculated with Monte Carlo path tracing using a radiosity preprocess. The 
preprocess is used to identify important secondary light sources, and so to reduce the number of 
directions required to a weaker function ofK, D'(K). The preprocess is also used to estimate 
higher order reflections to eliminate the dependance on Pave· The overall complexity of the path 
tracing pass then is just O(PD'(K)). 
The approach used in this paper is to simplify the original K objects in the scene to an orders of 
magnitude smaller numberS. The radiosity pass is then performed on this set of objects for a 
complexity of O(S2/(l-pave)). In the Monte Carlo path tracing pass the indirect illumination is 
calculated using this solution as a preprocess, resulting in a complexity of O(PD'(S)). 
3. Theory 
In this section we present how GSII fits into a solu~on of the rendering equation, and how rules 
are developed to perfonn the geometric simplification 
3.1 Solving the Rendering Equation 
An image is formed by computing the radiance of each pixel based on the radiance of points in the 
environment viewed through that pixel. In the rendering equation (Kajiya, 1986), the radiance 
lo(p,Sr,<l>r) leaving a point pin the environment in a direction specified in spherical coordinates as 
Sr,<l>r is the sum of the emitted radiance at that point Je(p,Sr,<!>r) and the reflected radiance 
Ir(p,Sr,<Pr). The emitted radiance must be specified to completely defme a scene. The reflected 
radiance is calculated from the following integral: 
Ir(p,Sr,<Pr )= J Pbd( p,9r,<1>r,9h<1>i)liCOS9idroi (1) 
where Ii is the radiance incident from direction i, Si is the angle between the surface normal and 
direction i, dOli is a differential solid angle, and the integral is over the incident hemisphere. Pbd is 
the bidirectional reflectance of the surface. 
In the PMM, the bidirectional reflectance is written as the sum of a highly directional componen4 
Ph and a weakly directional component PI· The reflected radiance Ir(p,9r,<1>r) then can be 
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considered as the sum of the components lh(p,9r,<Pr) (defined by Eq.l with Ph in place of pbd) and 
II(p,9r,<Pr) (defmed by Eq. 1 with PI in place of Pbd·) The radiance of weakly directional 
reflection, II, can be further decomposed into four components: II,s, the light reflected from light 
sources; II,c the light reflected from light sources via a series of highly directional reflections, II,h 
the light reflected from non-light sources via a series of highly directional reflections, and l1,1 the 
light reflected from other weakly directional surfaces. 
In the PMM the term 11,1 is calculated by: 
ll,l(p,9r,~r )= J PI( p,9r,<Pr,9h<Pi) Irad cos9i dOOi (2) 
where lrad is the radiosity solution for the surface visible in direction i. Although this method of 
calculating II,l is faster than doing a full path tracing solution, the computation is still extremely 
time consuming relative to the other illumination components. In GSII the value Irad is replaced by 
I~imp, the radiosity calculated for a geometrically simplified version of the environment 
The justification for using a simplified environment for the radiosity solution is that although the 
simplified solution is not spatially accurate, the solution is used only to calculate weakly 
directional, indirect illumination. Weakly directional surfaces essentially perform an averaging 
function. Referring to Fig. 1, for a highly detailed spatial input (la) the weakly directional surface 
reflects a blurred, or averaged distribution (lb). ffthe highly spatially detailed distribution is 
replaced by an averaged distribution (lc), there is little change in the resulting reflected distribution 
(ld). 
The solution using GSII is shown pictorally in Fig. 2.There are two versions of the environment--
a detailed version and simplified version. The detailed version is used for all rays calculating high 
spatial frequency details.-,. view rays, ~pecularly reflected rays, and rays to the light sources. The 




Fig. 1 A weakly directional surface with a spatially detailed incident distribution (a) reflects 
a blwred or averaged value (b). The same surface with a less detailed distribution with the 
same average energy (c) reflects approximately the same radiance distribution. 
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c.Rays from the eye and rays to the light 
source intersect the detailed environment. 
, ___ ___,7 
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d. Rays for calculating indirect 
· illwnination intersect the simplified 
environment 
Fig. 2 -Diagram showing how detailed and simple geometric representations 




















3.2 Simplifying Geometries 
GSII can be viewed as an extension of the patch/element hierarchy. Surfaces are simplified by 
methods beyond just using levels of subdivision of individual surfaces. Surfaces of a small enough 
size are eliminated in the simple form of the environment, and groups of lar~ numbers of small 
surfaces forming objects or groups of objects are replaced by small numbers of relatively larger 
surfaces. 
Small Isolated Sur{aces The first issue we address is how small an isolated surface needs to be to 
be ignored in the simplified solution. To obtain a rule, we assume that the non-light source 
surfaces in the environment have radiances of approximately the same order of magnitude relative 
to the radiance of the light sources. (Reclassification of light sources in the P~ assures this.) The 
importance of a surface then can be estimated by the solid angle it subtends. 
The solid angle subtended by the entire hemisphere above a differential surface dAis equal to 2n:. 
The maximum solid angle ~ro subtended by another surface Aj is less than or equal to Ajlr2, where 
r is the minimum distance from dA to a point on Aj- If ~ro is small compared to 2n:, then Aj is 
small enough to ignore from the point of view of d.A. 
From d.A, if a surface Aj is close enough, r approaches zero and surface j is too big to ignore, 
regardless of its absolute size. We define then a radius rctose, shown in Fig. 3, within which the 
surface d.i views the geometrically detailed environment, and outside of which it views a simplified 
environment. The maximum possible value of ~ro subtended by Aj then is Ajlr2close· 
Let L be the characteristic length in an environment. In an indoor scene this might be the average 
dimension in a room. In an outdoor scene full of objects such as houses and trees, this might be 
the average dimension of a typical object. The radius rc1ose can be specified as a fraction of the 
characteristic length L, essentially indicating the level of geometric detail to be considered. The 
minimum area An for the simplified version of the environment is chosen so that ~COmax is some 
fraction of 2n:, essentially indicating an error level. That is: 
---· 
fclose =cx.L 
Ammfrclose2 = ~2n: 
=> Amin = 2n:~a.2L2 (3) 
8 
sphere of radius 
r ciosearound the 
point for which 
indirect illumination 
is being calculated 
' 7 
Fig. 3: Use of r close in indirect illumination calculation. 
Equation (3) gives the minimum area allowed in the simplified version of the environment in terms 
of the size of the environment, and the level of detail (a) and accw-acy (~) specified by the user. 
For a given ~' a needs to be adjusted for efficiency. The larger the value of a the larger the 
potential number of surface intersection tests for indirect rays, and the smaller the number of 
surfaces in the simplified environment 
This approach is similar in spirit to the radiosity method proposed by Xu et al. in which detailed 
form factors are calculated only locally. Unlike their method, however, the local area is not a fixed 
subdivision of space, but a region which "floats" with the particular location where illumination is 
being calculated. In its definition of locality, GSII is closer to the method presented by Hanrahan et 
al. 
Clusters of Small Surfaces There are frequently groups of small surfaces which together compose 
a large object, such as a potted plant in a room. Such clusters cannot simply be deleted from the 
environment These clusters are replaced by a simple, in some sense optically equivalent, box. 
We define three types of surfaces: "normal" surfaces which are large enough to be used both in the 
radiosity solution and in the final rendering, "complex" surfaces which are small and are not used 
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until the final rendering, and "simple" surfaces which are used in place of clusters of complex 
surfaces in the radiosity solution. 
To find appropriate "simple" surfaces, the criterion chosen for "optical equivalence" was that the 
replacement box should absorb the same fraction of light as the complex object With this criterion, 
the proper energy balance in the environment is maintained. Two types of equivalent boxes were 
considered. 
The first approach is diagrammed in Fig. 4. The minimum box aligned with the coordinate 
system which encloses the object is found. A random set of rays is sent into the box from 
many directions. The diffuse reflectance of each side of the box is set equal to the number 
of rays that are sent into the face which emerge again from the box. 
test rays for determining 
reflectance of simplified 
surfaces 
representation 
Fig. 4: One method for replacing a complex object by a simple object with rejlectances 
determined by shooting a series of trial rays. 
In pseudocode: 
For each side of the box { 
Count= 0; 
For each point on the side 1 toP{ 
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For each direction 1 to D { 
N = 1; 
. Shoot a ray into the box; 
While in ray is still in the box { 
N *= p(surface hit); 
Follow the reflected ray; } 
Count+= N;}}} 
p( side) = Count/(P*D ); } 
The application of this frrst approach to complex objects with even moderate surface densities gave 
unacceptable results. Enough rays passed directly through the object to result in an excessively 
high reflectance. The result was an absurdly bright object appearing in the radiosity ·preprocess. 
While the average energy balance would be preserved in the fmal rendering, this is unacceptable 
for a system in which a user watches the image evolve. 
The second approach was to determine the size of a smaller box. Again, a minimum box was 
found around the object. A set of N rays were sent at random locations through each face of the 
box, perpendicular to the sides of the box, as shown in Fig. 5. The size of the box was based on 
the fraction of the rays which hit the complex object, and the size of the minimum bounding box. 
The reflectance of each side of the bounding box was set equal to the average reflectance of the 
surfaces hit. 
In pseudo-code: 
For each side of the box sized X by Y by Z{ 
Count= 0; 
rho_ave = 0; 
For N randomly located rays perpendicular to the side{ 
Shoot a ray into the box; 
If a surface is hit{ 
Count+= 1; 
rho_ave += rho of surface hit} } 
rho( side) = rho_ave/count; 
frac(side) = Count/N;} 
new _x_length = sqrt(frac(xy _face )frac(xz_face) )*X; 
new_y_length = sqrt(frac(xy_face)frac(zy_face))*Y; 
new _z_length = sqrt(frac(xz_face) frac(yz_face) )*Z; 
This second approach gives simplified boxes which give a better representation of the object in the 
radiosity pre-process step. 
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Fig. 5 An alternative method for finding the simplified object definition. 









A preliminary rendering system using GSTI is diagrammed in Fig. 6. Mter creation in the 
modeller, all surfaces are converted to the format used by the rendering programs. A separate file 
of objects to be simplified is also converte~ and run through the Simplifier module. All of the 
descriptions are then merged and sent to the Radiosity module which calculates radiosities for the 
normal and simple surfaces. The Renderer module uses the complete geometric description and the 
rad.iosities to compute the final image. 
4.1 Simplifier 
In our preliminary implementation, clusters of small surfaces to be replaced are identified in the 
modelling process. We used the second method for simplification of clusters described in section 3. 
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User supplied values of a and J3 are used to determine whether the remaining surfaces should be 
classified as "normal" or "complex". 
A final version of the GSIT method would need an automated methcxl for identifying such clusters. 
Our approach is similar to the development of meshing for radiosity. A very simple methcxl was 
used initially (e.g. Goral et al. 1984). Once the utility of the radiosity method was established, 
more sophisticated meshing methods were developed (e.g. Baum et al. 1991). 
4.2 Radiosity 
The radiosity solution is calculated by a progressive refinement program which uses the hemi-cube 
algorithm with a hardware Z-buffer to find form factors. The solver acts only on normal and 
simple surfaces. Each surface is subdivided into niangular patches. The hemi-cube resolution and 
per cent original unshot energy stopping criterion are set by the user. 
4.3 Renderer 
The renderer has two passes. In both all ray casting is performed using uniform spatial subdivision 
to reduce ray surface intersections. The frrst pass is the high spatial frequency (HIRES) pass which 
accounts for direct illumination, specular reflections and caustics. Rays in this pass, as shown in 
Fig. 2, must use the normal + complex surfaces to capture the fine detail. At the end of the InRES 
pass two values are stored for each pixel for each wavelength band -- the radiance I HIREs , and 
IHIRES,dev the sample standard deviation . For each pixel, nial values are calculated until either the 
ratio (IHIRES,deviiHIREs) falls below a user supplied value, or a user supplied maximum number of 
trials is reached. 
The second pass is the low spatial frequency (LORES) pass. This pass accounts for the Iu term in 
Eq. (2). In the LORES pass the rays from the first visible object out to the environment consider 
normal + complex surfaces only within a radius rc1ose· If a surface is intersected within this radius, 
the illumination calculation continues as in a Monte Carlo path tracing solution. Beyond this 
radius, only normal + simple surfaces are intersected, and the radiance of any surface beyond rc1ose 
is taken to be the radiance from the radiosity solution. The values ILORES and ILORES,dev are 
calculated in this pass. Trial values are calculated until either the ratio 
(IHIRES,dev+ILORES,dev)/(IHIREs+ILORES) falls below a user supplied value, or a user supplied 
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Fig. 6 Structure of preliminary GS/1 rendering system. 
5. Results 
To evaluate the effectiveness ofGSII, we built a test environment composed of 10,948 surfaces. 
These surfaces made up the objects in an office including thumb tacks, pens, a computer keyboard 
and a plant. (See slide 1 for close-ups of these objects.) We considered two cases-- one in which 
surfaces in the environment have relatively low reflectances (Pave = 0.41 ), and indirect illumination 
is relatively unimportant, and the other in which surfaces have relatively high reflectances (Pave= 
0.56) and indirect illumination is more important. (The adjustments in average reflectance were 
made by adjusting the wall reflectances only.) To make comparisons we generated images for each 
case using progressive refinement radiosity (PRR) with normal + complex surfaces, PRR with 
normal + simple surfaces, Monte Carlo path tracing (MCP1), PMM, and with the new GSII. 
In solving for the original and simplified scene with PRR, we used a hemi-cube of 150x150 pixels 
per full face. The normal+ complex environment contained 10,948 surfaces divided into 74,924 
patches. We did not use element or sub-element subdivision. The normal + simple environment 
contained 105 surfaces subdivided into 1124 patches. We continued the solution until one per cent 
of the original energy in the room was left unshot. The timings for the PRR solutions are 
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summarized in Table 1. Images showing the PRR results (without smoothing) are the two top 
images of slide 2 for the lower reflectance room, and the two top images of slide 4 for the higher 
reflectance room. In each case, the image on the left is using the simplified database and the image 
on the right is using the original database. 
Table 1.-- Timings* for PRR Preprocess 





nonnal + simple 
normal + complex 
normal + simple 
normal +complex 
*Timings for SGI 4D/20 Personal Iris 











The simplified geometry contains far fewer surfaces than the original, and the result is orders of 
magnitude lower timings for the PRR on the simplified geometry. While the absolute values of the 
timings are machine and implementation specific, the ratio of timings for the simple and complex 
solutions are significant. 
A 12x12x12 uniform spatial subdivision was used for all ray casting in the rendering phase. 
Solutions for each pass were allowed to run until the sample standard deviation was equal to 5 per 
cent of the computed value, or a maximum of 30 trials was reached. A minimum of 10 trials were 
run for each pixel. Table 2 shows the timing results for the fllRES pass for each case. The two 
lower images in slide 2 show the results for the low reflectance room, and the two lower images in 
slide 4 for the high reflectance roorh. The image on the left in each case shows the values of 
lHIRES,dev (displayed with a very high scaling factor to make the values visible), and the image on 
the right shows the values of I HIREs. 












Table 3 shows the time results for each case for each method for the LORES pass. The advantage 
of using either the PMM or GSII over the MCPT method is clear when the timings are compared 
Furthennore, the increase in time for solution for the MCPT with the increased average reflectance 
is evident, while the timings for the PMM and GSII are the same for both the low and high cases. 






























The comparison of PMM and GSII timings show that they are approximately the same. In this 
instance the use of spatial subdivision equalized the cost of casting rays into the simple and 
complex environments. Also, it appears that the· variance in environment illumination was not 
significantly different between the complex and simple radiosity solutions. 
The images formed by the MCPT, PMM, and GSII are shown in slides 3 and 5 for the low and 
high reflectance cases respectively (MCPT on top, PMM on bottom, left, GSII on bottom, right). 
The major differences in each case are some artifacts in the PMM images on the back wall. These 
result from taking the radiosity of surfaces which are too close. That is, although the radiosity 
solution is correct on average, some individual surfaces are too bright and some too dark. In the 
PMM errors are produced when a surface uses the erroneous radiosity of a nearby surface which 
subtends a large solid angle. By using the radius rc1ose in the GSII these types of errors are 
avoided. 
These preliminary results suggest two major conclusions -- 1.) GSII can be used in place of MCPT 
or PMM to generate images without a degradation in the results and 2.) the major time savings in 
using GSII over the PMM is in greatly reducing th~. time to perfonn the radiosity preprocess. Many 
more tests are required to confirm these conclusions. 
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6. Summary and Future Work 
We have described and presented a preliminary implementation of a global illumination method that 
uses simplified geometric representations for indirect illumination. We have presented initial results 
which indicate that the method can produce images more quickly than Monte Carlo path tracing or 
the progressive muti-pass method without degradation of quality. 
Potential future work is in three areas - testing, simplification methods, and animation. Clearly 
more tests are required to examine the relative timings for various types of environments. Detailed 
analyses of the accuracy of the results of the various methods should also be made. Automated 
geometric simplification methods are needed if the approach is to become practical. Finally, the use 
of spatially and temporally less detailed global illumination solutions as a preprocess for animated 
sequences could be explored. 
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